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Abstract

This research study focuses on the role of strategic leadership within effective advancement organizations. Given the fundraising responsibility of university advancement leaders, there is a need to research the leadership strategies which lead to successful fundraising. The purpose of this study is to determine effective leadership strategies for Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) at four-year, public universities. Strategic Leadership Theory suggests connections between the university’s executive leadership and institutional success (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1996). The research study design is qualitative to explore the experiences of individuals regarding the connections between leadership strategies and fundraising performance in university foundation and advancement structures. Eight CAOs of similar universities volunteered to participate in this study. Individual interviews are used in this research study. Data collection consists of recorded interview transcripts and annual financial reports from each subject university. Findings include leadership strategies for fundraising departments, the role of CAO in institutional and departmental planning, effective fundraising strategies, and adaptations to the limits of strategic leadership. Conclusions and leadership implications include the following: 1) effective CAOs ensure organizational fundraising goals are met by communicating clear expectations and assessing both progress and performance; 2) effective CAOs use influence and authority to ensure that fundraising activities contribute to institutional success; 3) effective CAOs improve fundraising performance by increasing donor awareness of philanthropic priorities and by increasing donor confidence in institutional leadership; 4) effective CAOs demonstrate a high level of leadership capacity and are competent advancement professionals; and 5) effective management is a prerequisite for effective strategic leadership.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement

Little is known about the leadership factors which lead to fundraising success at public universities. The mission of advancement plays an increasingly prominent role at every university (Chan, 2016) as its challenges and expectations grow (Weerts, 2007). While fundraising approaches have been streamlined and adopted throughout the field of higher education (Chan, 2016; Rowland, 1986), there is a dearth of research on best leadership practices within this area (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Phipps & Burbach, 2010; Taylor et al., 2008). This research study focuses on the role of strategic leadership within effective advancement organizations.

Background

The Demand for Institutional Advancement

State funding for public higher education has decreased in the modern era. Over the past 50 years, state legislatures reduced appropriations for public higher education while tuition prices increased, effectively shifting the cost from the state to the student (Chan, 2016; Fowles, 2014; Weerts, 2007). Universities increasingly rely on alternative sources of funding beyond state appropriations and tuition dollars, including both donations from alumni and private supporters, and commercializing its academic products through research, technology transfer, and entrepreneurial partnerships (Fowles, 2014; Weerts, 2007). Philanthropy’s role in higher education will continue to grow in importance as universities pursue enhanced academic and professional programs, increase student participation, and construct new teaching and residential facilities (Chan, 2016). These changes place significant responsibility upon advancement officers (Sturgis, 2006).
Role of the Chief Advancement Officer

Institutional advancement’s role in higher education has grown since its introduction a century ago. The need for a professional advancement staff and management by a Chief Advancement Officer (CAO) was necessitated as the field increased in complexity and importance during the 20th century (Sturgis, 2006). Simultaneously, the scope and expectations of this role have grown exponentially. Today, this powerful position manages an advancement department, sits on the university’s executive leadership cabinet, builds external relations, oversees trustee activities, and serves as the primary fundraising partner of the university president (Chan, 2016; Sturgis, 2006). Titles often include Vice President, Vice Chancellor, Executive Director, and Chief Development Officer (Walker, 2012). As the CAO of a university, this administrator must raise large sums of money while balancing the president’s institutional vision, the institution’s culture, and the personnel needs of their department (Chan, 2016). While the president and vice president’s duties occasionally overlap, the CAO is ultimately responsible for the fundraising efforts of the university (Sturgis, 2006).

Purpose of the Study

Given the fundraising responsibility of university advancement leaders, there is a need to research the leadership strategies which lead to successful fundraising. The purpose of this study is to determine effective leadership strategies for Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) at four-year, public universities.

Theoretical Framework

A theoretical framework serves as the core of all research studies and helps the audience understand how to best approach the research and its findings (Lochmiller & Lester, 2017). This study applies Strategic Leadership Theory (Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1996) to the field of higher
education advancement, particularly to the roles, actions, and outcomes of CAOs. At its core, Strategic Leadership Theory suggests direct connections between the executive leadership team and organizational outcomes (Phipps & Burbach, 2010). Research and theoretical perspectives in the field of strategic leadership explore links between the concepts of leadership capacity and organizational performance, often focusing on how executive leaders contribute to and affect organizational outcomes (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Phipps & Burbach, 2010). Much of the extant literature on strategic leadership examines executive leadership at for-profit organizations, while research into leadership capacity and outcomes at non-profit organizations is much rarer (Phipps & Burbach, 2010).

Boal & Hooijberg (2001) apply Strategic Leadership Theory to organizational structures. Boal & Hooijberg (2001) create a framework which describes the processes of leadership that create and affect change. The authors contend that the “essence of strategic leadership is the creation and maintenance of absorptive capacity and adaptive capacity coupled with managerial wisdom” (pp. 516-517). These characteristics exist throughout the organizational structure and are developed and encouraged by the executive leadership team. Truly effective strategic leaders possess capacities for learning, change, and managerial wisdom.

These organizational characteristics influence the findings of this study. *Absorptive capacity* refers to an organization’s ability to learn (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Phipps & Burbach, 2010). Because non-profit leaders are expected to build efficient organizations with many constraints, they must often increase the organization’s capacity to learn (Phipps & Burbach, 2010). *Adaptive capacity*, or the ability to change, refers to an organization’s overall ability to adapt to changing conditions (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Hitt et al., 1998). The ability to quickly accept change and adapt to a variety of forces is indicative of
an organization’s strategic flexibility (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Phipps & Burbach, 2010).

Managerial wisdom refers to the ability to see changes within an environment and understand the social forces causing it (Bartunek & Necochea, 2000; Boal & Hooijberg, 2001). A leader skilled in managerial wisdom capitalizes on changing conditions by taking the right action at the right time. The presence and command of these three factors directly influences the effectiveness of strategic leadership (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001). Together, these capacities indicate the ability of a strategic leader to effect timely, necessary, and correct changes within an organization.

Research Methodology

The design of this research study is qualitative to explore connections between leadership strategies and organizational performance. Qualitative research uses inductive reasoning drawn from specific results and findings to develop greater conclusions about the field (Lochmiller & Lester, 2017). This analysis focuses on the complex relationships between parts and actions within a defined context to find greater meaning and understanding within the system (Queirós et al., 2017). Specifically, this study reveals the mechanisms and strategies used by CAOs who lead fundraising teams and universities.

This qualitative research study consists of individual interviews with CAOs of public universities to better understand any connections uncovered within the research. Documentation received from these organizations provides additional data sources and helps triangulate research findings around distinguishable themes. Triangulation of data ensures trustworthiness within a qualitative methodology (Patton, 1999).

Research Questions

Effective research questions guide a research study and should be clearly stated, viable, and lead to significant findings (Lochmiller & Lester, 2017). Given the fundraising
responsibility of CAOs, there is a need to research the leadership strategies which foster successful fundraising. This study seeks to answer the overarching question, “What are effective leadership strategies for CAOs at four-year, publicly funded universities?” Research questions explore CAO roles, actions, and decisions which affect departmental and institutional leadership.

RQ 1: What are effective leadership strategies for CAOs within their fundraising departments?

RQ 2: How are leadership strategies used by CAOs aligned with institution-level goals?

RQ 3: What factors contribute to the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

RQ 4: How do CAOs adapt to limitations on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

Definitions

Absorptive capacity (ability to learn): the ability of an organization to recognize the value of new information and apply it towards innovative purposes (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990).

Adaptive capacity (ability to change): the strategic flexibility of an organization to react quickly to changing conditions to develop and remain competitive (Hitt et al., 1998).

Development: fundraising activities, including soliciting monetary gifts for general and restricted purposes (Chan, 2016).

Institutional Advancement: the activities and programs performed by an organization that grow awareness and support from its constituent groups to further its goal of increasing all available resources (Rowland, 1986). Within higher education, these include alumni relations, public relations, and development (Chan, 2016).
Managerial Wisdom: The ability to perceive environmental changes and an understanding of involved social actors and embedded relationships (Bartunek & Necochea, 2000; Boal & Hooijberg, 2001).

Public University: a not-for-profit organization, typically an agency of state government, whose primary funding sources are student tuition and fees, state appropriations, federal funds, and private donations (Fowles, 2014).

Strategic Leadership: the alignment of strategic management, strategic thinking, policy development, and resource allocation within an organization (Tayler et al., 2008).

Limitations of the Study

This research focuses on a small group of individuals and the actions or decisions made within their roles as departmental and organizational leaders. It is assumed that all interviewees answer questions fully and honestly, and that supplied documentation adds validity to preliminary interview statements. While the findings intend to suggest connections between actions and results at specific universities, the results cannot be generalized for all similar public universities or organizations. Additional research will be necessary to duplicate findings within similar organizations.

Delimitations of the Study

Participants within this study are delimited to advancement leaders at four-year, publicly funded universities throughout the United States. Selected universities are members of the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) and share similar criteria from the Carnegie Classifications of Institutions of Higher Education. Participants are either current or former Chief Advancement Officers, Vice Presidents, Vice Chancellors, Executive Directors, or
similarly titled executives at these universities. All selected participants engaged in advancement, development, and leadership activities within these roles.

**Significance of the Study**

This research may be significant to a variety of stakeholders within the sphere of public higher education advancement. First, students and practitioners of advancement and development may be interested in obtaining current perspectives on leadership best practices and related effects on organizational performance. In particular, the findings may inspire professional fundraisers at public universities to reflect on current or proposed fundraising leadership strategies and suggested organizational outcomes. Additionally, this study expands the collective knowledge base of Strategic Leadership Theory by applying Boal and Hooijberg’s (2001) strategic leadership framework within the public higher education sector.

**Summary**

This research study contains five chapters. The first provides an overview of the study, including an introduction to the roles of institutional advancement and the chief advancement officer (CAO). The purpose is established, as are the theoretical framework of Strategic Leadership Theory, guiding research questions, and the significance of the study. Also discussed are the limitations, delimitations, and research methodology. Chapter two includes a review of literature relevant to this study. Chapter three addresses the research design and methodological approach. Chapter four reviews the study’s results, and chapter five discusses its findings and offers broader conclusions related to current literature. Leadership implications and areas for further research are also provided.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

American higher education and philanthropy share an intertwined history that trends toward increased organization and professionalization. As the primary bridge between the public and the academy, institutional advancement enhances a university through increased private philanthropic support, alumni engagement, and public relations (Chan, 2016). As the role of institutional advancement has grown within the university, so have its expectations. Of the $427.7 billion given to American charities in 2018, $58.7 billion, or 13.7%, was donated to educational institutions (Giving USA, 2019). Today, all colleges and universities maintain an active advancement agenda and rely on philanthropic support to provide academic programs, enhance student services, encourage student engagement, and build new facilities for teaching and research (Chan, 2016).

The purpose of this overall study is to determine effective leadership strategies for Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) at public universities. This research is not intended to revise the foundational knowledge of fundraising within higher education and its numerous established best practices as compiled by Rowland (1978, 1986) and Worth (1993). Rather, it seeks to identify how executives within the field lead an organization toward fundraising achievement. The quantitative analysis of this question is rare and statistical profiles of CAOs are limited (Murray, 2008; Walker, 2012). A larger volume of both qualitative and quantitative research exists which focuses on the fundraising roles of university presidents and deans, development at the community college level, and studies of alumni participation and engagement with advancement. This study intends to add to the literature of strategic leadership for CAOs through a qualitative methodology. This literature review is organized into the following sections: a historical overview of fundraising within higher education, current trends within the role of CAO, an
analysis of leadership best practices, the measurement of fundraising success, and the development of Strategic Leadership Theory.

**Historical Trends in Institutional Advancement**

The strong presence of philanthropy within American higher education dates to the Colonial era. Jacobson (1990) provides a historical survey of university fundraising and external relations. Through John Harvard’s philanthropy, Harvard College was founded in 1636 as the earliest institution of higher education in the colonies. The fledgling school began its first fundraising efforts in 1641, when a delegation of preachers was sent to England to raise additional money. Although largely unsuccessful, their approach led to the first publication of collegiate fundraising literature in 1643. This early campaign is typical for fundraising efforts during the period, which were largely dominated by peer to peer advocacy, letter writing, and small market publications (Jacobson, 1990).

The college president was the de facto leader of fundraising campaigns at these early institutions. Jacobson’s summary shows that this system of presidential leadership lasts from the 1600s to the late 1800s. Sturgis (2006) contributes a widely cited profile of presidential leadership in fundraising established through a quantitative study of leadership attributes. The colonial colleges were Protestant organizations and ministers were appointed as presidents by boards of trustees. A major task was fundraising, although these duties conflicted with the time-consuming challenges of creating and growing their small schools. Financial support often came from church congregations within the college’s religious denomination, especially from the Old World. The Revolutionary War halted funding from Great Britain, which resulted in presidents seeking operating funds from the American public for the first time. The growth of the nation and addition of new states provided new revenues for universities. By the 1870s, each state
established a system of land grant colleges and publicly funded institutions, although presidents again focused on public support as state funding remained inconsistent (Sturgis, 2006).

Organized fundraising and external relations efforts emerged in the 1900s. This era featured an increased focus on external relations and the public perception of the university (Jacobson, 1990). Chan (2016) notes the first dedicated fundraising department was founded in the 1920s, which corresponds to a decreasing focus on fundraising by the president (Sturgis, 2006). Sturgis links a large population of GI Bill-eligible veterans to the growth of the university apparatus and a greater need for public funding during the 1950s. The first development officers were hired, and the position eventually evolved to include managerial and executive functions. During this time, the independent fields of external relations and fundraising began to merge into a single department focused on institutional advancement (Sturgis, 2006).

A common understanding of institutional advancement solidified late in the century. A governing body, the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE), was created in 1974 to provide oversight of the practice and guidance to the field (Jacobson, 1990). Rowland (1978) edited a comprehensive manual for university advancement programs, which serves as a foundational text within the field of practice (Chan, 2016). Additionally, Rowland (1986) provides the contemporary definition for institutional advancement (as presented in chapter 1) and seeks to expand research of philanthropy into higher education leadership. Worth (1993) builds on this knowledge base by compiling a broad assortment of best practices within the field of educational fundraising. The increasing complexity and varied functions of university advancement necessitate management by a skilled, high-level administrator.
Contemporary Perspectives

The need for a CAO increased as the field professionalized and organized into the current model. Today, this powerful position manages an advancement department, sits on the university’s executive leadership cabinet, builds external relations, oversees trustee activities, and serves as the primary fundraising partner of the university president (Chan, 2016; Sturgis, 2006). Kozobarich (2000) provides an overview of common organizational structures for this department. At larger universities, the department is a prominent feature of the university’s overall organization, while smaller university operations may be scaled down in size and scope. The department is either centralized, wherein all staff are housed in one location, or it may be decentralized in that each college supports its respective advancement staff. Although the department houses multiple divisions, a primary function is to raise major gifts for the university. Development officers are supported by a professional staff responsible for research, planned gifts, annual gifts, and donor stewardship. Additional operations staff carry out gift processing, database administration, and financial reporting (Kozobarich, 2000).

The CAO of a university leads this department by carrying out a variety of roles and tasks. Titles often include Vice President, Vice Chancellor, Executive Director, and Chief Development Officer (Walker, 2012). Chan (2016) and Sturgis (2006) note this administrator must raise large sums of money while balancing the president’s vision, the institution’s culture, and the personnel needs of the department. The president is responsible for establishing priorities, strategic planning initiatives, and maintaining a clear vision for the institution. The CAO assists with these duties and organizes the fundraising priorities to align with the president’s vision. While presidential and CAO duties occasionally overlap, the CAO is ultimately responsible for the overall fundraising performance of the university.
Best Practices for Advancement Leadership

The relationship between a president and CAO emerges as a key theme in research on fundraising success. Sturgis (2006) explores perceptions of presidential and vice-presidential fundraising leadership in a survey of 132 colleges and universities. Sturgis finds a gap in perceptions of fundraising capability between the president and CAO. Presidents rate their personal perceptions of fundraising teamwork and capability significantly higher than do CAOs. A similar gap exists between the two positions on perception of overall leadership capabilities in Sturgis’ findings. The study suggests CAOs need to prioritize a teamwork approach to fundraising with the university president in order to promote a more dynamic fundraising leadership team.

The level of presidential involvement in development activities is a key indicator of overall fundraising success. Walker (2012) identifies several factors that predict fundraising success through a survey of CAOs at 111 public colleges and universities. Presidential involvement in advancement activities serves as a crucial endorsement of the CAO’s leadership and ability. An advanced or terminal degree helps build credibility with the university faculty and leadership, and more time spent in the CAO position contributes to stronger relationships with administration and major donors. The CAO must maintain a positive reputation on and off campus and should utilize strategic planning to align fundraising priorities with the president’s vision. A cohesive and skilled advancement staff is important for carrying out this plan. In summary, CAOs do well by building and enhancing a culture of giving in their departments and universities, and the president’s endorsement of this culture contributes to its success (Walker, 2012).
These findings are echoed in additional research with smaller sample sizes and different settings. Murray (2008) examines fundraising management practices of CAOs at 82 private colleges and universities. The key findings agree with the above literature. The results indicate several factors which contribute to fundraising success. First, the CAO needs the trust of the president to effectively carry out development activities. Second, the CAO must know the president’s understanding of presidential and vice-presidential roles in fundraising. Finally, the CAO must have access to university trustees and should involve trustees in fundraising activities (Murray, 2008).

The president’s role in fundraising success is not limited to assisting the CAO. Satterwhite and Cedja (2011) identify key presidential behaviors which encourage fundraising success. This research was conducted at three public universities in Texas with capital campaigns of less than $100 million. While both CAOs and presidents were interviewed, the findings focus on presidential roles. These behaviors include an emphasis on strategic planning, coordination of external and internal stakeholders, building effective teams, directing fundraising activities, and optimizing resource allocation for achieving fundraising goals (Satterwhite & Cedja, 2011).

Quantitative research on CAO management practices relating to alumni donors offers insight on how to best achieve fundraising success. Brennan (2011) examines fundraising performance through the lens of CAO perceptions of alumni donors and volunteers. 26 survey respondents provide data from public and private institutions in eastern states and Canadian provinces. Key findings indicate that CAOs of public institutions place a higher emphasis on alumni donors than alumni volunteers. Additionally, these CAOs create fundraising strategies that segment donors by age and gender (Brennan, 2011).
Measuring Advancement Effectiveness

CAOs set performance goals at both the organizational and individual level. The traditional metric for fundraising performance is dollars raised per fiscal year (Walker, 2012). Hiles (2010) examines this metric in depth and provides several interpretations. Dollars raised each fiscal year is an important measurement, but one that is neither entirely reliable nor accurate. Variance in year-over-year performance may occur due to the windfall nature of major gifts, as in the unexpected death of a large benefactor, or as the result of a years-long relationship with the fundraiser. Additional quantifiable performance metrics include the number of calls, contacts, and moves within a portfolio of donors, where contacts represent calls and invitations with the prospect, and moves represent concrete actions which lead to gift solicitations. Finally, the number and ratio of solicitations and donations can be measured. CAOs are encouraged to measure performance through a blend of quantifiable metrics and subjective evaluations (Hiles, 2010).

The success of a fundraising organization is influenced by more than its development operations. According to Stevick (2010), an effective CAO fully integrates alumni relations and marketing with development to maximize advancement potential. Institutional advancement departments can replicate the success experienced by for-profit corporations when sales and marketing teams were integrated during the 1990s. CAOs need to provide common definitions of success so that development, marketing, and alumni relations teams work together to improve overall fundraising performance. A common tactic combines customer relationship management (CRM) technology and strategies with constituent databases to encourage more personal relationships with donors and alumni (Stevick, 2010).
Additional performance measurement tools analyze organizational effectiveness beyond fundraising achievements. While fundraising performance is vital, CAOs are also tasked to deliver results in less quantifiable areas. van Nostrand (2003) presents a model that uses alumni indices to measure relationships between an institution and its alumni. Many institutions rely on alumni society membership numbers, alumni event attendance, and annual donation dollars to gauge organizational effectiveness. van Nostrand pilots five metrics identified in a survey of alumni at a Canadian university and creates a system of indexes measuring student experiences, university alumni reputation, campus connectivity, participation (alumni engagement), and donations. While customized for one university, these measurements demonstrate a broader understanding of alumni relationships and provide CAOs with a potential tool for measuring organizational effectiveness (van Nostrand, 2003).

**Strategic Leadership Theory**

The field of strategic leadership examines how executive leadership influences and affects organizational performance. Phipps & Burbach (2010) cite Hosmer (1982) as the first to suggest that existing theories of leadership failed to fully account for an organization’s success within its industry. As explained by Phipps and Burbach, Hosmer first defined strategic leadership and proposed that the actions and roles of leadership are different from management because leadership must be concerned with organizational strategy in the context of external environments. An organization’s leadership operates at a higher level than its management and is primarily concerned with organizational strategy and influence.

Hambrick & Mason (1984) build on this foundation by developing Upper Echelon Theory. Upper Echelon Theory is links leadership psychology with leadership strategy. The authors argue that organizational outcomes, strategies, and effectiveness can be viewed as
reflections of the cognitive ability, values, and actions of the dominant management group. This macro focus suggests that over time, organizations become reflections of the top management team. This central tenant of Upper Echelon Theory is incorporated throughout many approaches to the study of strategic leadership.

Finkelstein & Hambrick (1996) unite Upper Echelon Theory with numerous studies and theoretical perspectives into Strategic Leadership Theory. Factors of strategic leadership explored in this development include cognitive ability, psychological perspectives, leadership interactions, environmental or industry conditions, management turnover, executive succession, and organizational governance (Donaldson, 1997). The authors argue that leadership actions are bound to the psychological constructs of those leaders. Managerial discretion is suggested as a moderating factor to organizational outcomes in that leadership influence increases with the ability of leaders to affect organizational outcomes.

Strategic Leadership Theory is expanded by Cannella & Monroe (1997) who draw further connections between leadership psychology and organizational effectiveness. The authors argue that the personality characteristics, leadership styles, and psychological constructs of leaders directly contribute to organizational outcomes and successes. This view of Strategic Leadership Theory suggests that a leader’s values, cognitions, personality, and other biases affect that leader’s field of vision, selective perception of available information, and interpretation of that information (Canella & Monroe, 1997).

Additional perspectives in the field approach Strategic Leadership Theory through a broader focus on leadership actions, influences, and outcomes. Ireland & Hitt (1999) describe six components of effective leadership. These factors are: 1) determining the organization’s purpose and vision; 2) exploiting and maintaining core competencies; 3) developing human
resources and capital; 4) sustaining effective organizational cultures; 5) promoting ethical practices; and 6) establishing balanced controls. The authors suggest that when completed effectively through an organization, these factors lead to strategic competitiveness (Ireland & Hitt, 1999).

Boal & Hooijberg (2001) advocate that researchers must focus on describing strategic leadership processes which affect organizational outcomes and performance. The authors review and expand strategic leadership actions into the following list: 1) making strategic decisions; 2) creating and communicating a vision for the future; 3) developing key competencies and capabilities; 4) developing organizational structures, processes, and controls; 5) managing multiple constituencies; 6) selecting and developing the next generation of leaders; 7) sustaining an effective organizational culture; and 8) infusing ethical value systems into an organizational culture (p. 516). Additionally, the authors assume that an organization’s overall system is dynamic due to constant internal and external change. Organizational environments often feature ambiguity, complexity, and informational overload. Therefore, managing and adapting to organizational turbulence is a critical activity of strategic leadership.

Boal & Hooijberg (2001) create a conceptual framework of Strategic Leadership Theory which marries core elements of strategic organizations (absorptive capacity, adaptive capacity, and managerial wisdom) with personal characteristics (cognitive complexity, social intelligence, and behavioral complexity) and leadership styles (visionary, charismatic, and transformational) to suggest that combinations of these nine factors produce strategic leadership within an organization. This framework predicts that combinations of these nine factors “positively affect the essence of strategic leadership” within an organization (pp. 539-540). Effective strategic leadership increases the capacity to learn, the ability to change, and the depth of managerial
wisdom present throughout the overall organization (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001). Together, these capacities indicate the ability of a strategic leader to create change within an organization.

Summary

This chapter situates the study within the research fields of higher education philanthropy and strategic leadership. Literature relevant to the research questions is reviewed and organized into five sections: the history of advancement within the American system of higher education, current perspectives on the roles of the university president and CAO, quantitative research on leadership best practices for CAOs, performance measurement tools used in advancement, and the development of contemporary perspectives in Strategic Leadership Theory. The following chapter outlines the research methodology used to carry out this study.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Little is known about leadership factors leading to fundraising success at public universities. The mission of advancement plays an increasingly prominent role at every university as its challenges and expectations grow (Chan, 2016; Weerts, 2007). While fundraising approaches have been streamlined and adopted throughout the field of higher education (Chan, 2016; Rowland, 1986), there is a dearth of research on best leadership practices within this area (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Phipps & Burbach, 2010; Taylor et al., 2008). The purpose of this study is to determine effective leadership strategies for Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) of fundraising departments at four-year, public universities. The following chapter outlines the research design, methodology, areas of exploration, research setting, research sample, the role of the author/researcher, instrumentation, data collection, and analysis.

Research Design

The design of this research study is qualitative to explore the experiences of individuals regarding the connections between leadership strategies and fundraising performance in university foundation and advancement structures. Qualitative research uses inductive reasoning drawn from specific results and findings to develop greater conclusions about the field (Lochmiller & Lester, 2017). This analysis focuses on the complex relationships between parts and actions within a defined context to find greater meaning and understanding within the system (Queirós et al., 2017). Specifically, this study reveals the strategies used by (CAOs) who lead fundraising departments.

Rationale for the Method

This research study uses a general qualitative design to explore these connections within specific university settings. This study consists of interviews with CAOs at universities to
explore connections between leadership strategies and fundraising performance. Each interview subject is treated separately. Because leadership strategies are the focus of this research, the unit of analysis for each case is considered embedded within each case. The results of these individual interviews are compared across all interviews within the study. Any conclusions drawn from this research are considered inductive in nature. Documentation received from each subject provides additional data sources and helps triangulate research findings around distinguishable themes.

**Research Questions**

This study seeks to answer the overarching question, “What are effective leadership strategies for CAOs of fundraising departments at four-year, publicly funded universities?” Research questions explore organizational and personal elements of strategic leadership:

- **RQ 1**: What are effective leadership strategies for CAOs within their fundraising departments?
- **RQ 2**: How are leadership strategies used by CAOs aligned with institution-level goals?
- **RQ 3**: What factors contribute to the effectiveness of strategic leadership?
- **RQ 4**: How do CAOs adapt to limitations on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

**Setting**

This research focuses on the leadership practices of CAOs at public universities. This study is specifically designed to investigate CAO leadership strategies used at four-year, public universities throughout the United States. All universities researched are members of the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE). CASE serves as the global association organization for educational advancement professionals. CASE members include
more than 3,600 colleges, universities, secondary schools, and arts organizations in over 8 countries (Council for Advancement and Support of Education, 2019).

Four-year, public institutions range in size from small or regional state colleges and universities to large, world-renowned research universities. The size and scope of advancement departments at these universities are diverse as well. Carnegie classifications provide useful empirical data about these institutional differences (Carnegie Classifications of Institutions of Higher Education, 2019). This study obtains an adequate sample of CAOs by focusing on universities within the same classification.

Sample

The research sample is identified by custom sorting four-year, public universities according to variables within the following Carnegie classifications:

A) Basic: Master’s Colleges & Universities, Small, Medium, or Larger
B) Undergraduate Instructional Program: Professions plus arts & sciences
C) Enrollment Profile: High or Very High undergraduate
D) Undergraduate profile: Four-year, Full-time
E) Size and Setting: Four-year, Primarily Residential

Graduate student profiles are not considered within this profile.

The research sample is focused on the individuals leading the advancement offices at universities in the capacity of CAO. Advancement offices can be structured as either internal departments of these universities or as external foundations affiliated with specific universities. Additionally, advancement offices can be centralized, with all staff located in one department, or decentralized with individual staff responsible for other departments. This research considers CAOs of different organizational structures to hold similar roles and does not exclude one
structure over another within the study sample. This research considers external foundations to function similarly to internal advancement departments.

**Selection of Participants**

A purposeful sample refers to the selection of sites and participants based on a set of specific criteria (Lochmiller & Lester, 2017). A purposeful sample is obtained for this study from a list of 45 CAOs at qualifying universities who meet the above sample criteria. Eight subjects volunteered to participate in this research study. All live in the United States and are current or former CAOs of public universities:

- Subject 1 is the former CAO of a university in CASE District V.
- Subject 2 is the CAO of a university in CASE District I.
- Subject 3 is the CAO of a university in the CASE District III.
- Subject 4 is the CAO of a university in CASE District VI.
- Subject 5 is the CAO of a university in CASE District II.
- Subject 6 is the CAO of a university in CASE District IV.
- Subject 7 is the CAO of a university in CASE District V.
- Subject 8 is the CAO of a university in CASE District VI.

**Institutional Review Board**

An Institutional Review Board (IRB) approves all research proposals at an institution to ensure compliance with university rules, federal regulations, ethical standards, and professional guidelines (Lochmiller & Lester, 2017). The research proposal for this study, including a Human Subject Protocol, is submitted to the Winona State University Institutional Review Board via the institutional portal at www.irbnet.org (Winona State University, n.d.). No potential participants are contacted prior to the researcher obtaining IRB approval to carry out the study.
Once approval is granted, potential participants are contacted to join the study via email.

Participation in the study is voluntary. Background information related to the study, informed consent documentation, and confidentiality statements are provided to all selected participants by the researcher. No data is collected prior to obtaining IRB approval for the research.

**Role of the Researcher**

A significant factor affecting the outcomes of qualitative research is the individual researcher. This presents a problem for qualitative research because human reactions and interactions may vary across multiple study participants, which can influence the amount and type of data collected (Pezalla *et al*., 2012). The researcher must account for this phenomenon, known as “researcher as instrument” (p. 166) to facilitate the best possible conversation with all study participants. To create the best conversational space with each individual study participant, the researcher must recognize that different interviewing approaches are sometime necessary for different research topics and participants (Pezalla *et al*., 2012).

The researcher is a practitioner-scholar within the field of higher education advancement and works in the setting outlined in this chapter. The researcher studies organizational leadership and is interested in potential connections between strategic leadership, fundraising management, and higher education advancement. The researcher is professionally acquainted with some participants either personally or through knowledge and experience in the field. A semi-open interview guide (SOIG) is utilized for this research to ensure uniform data collection across multiple cases. All interviews within the research study are limited to the standardized questions and follow up questions. All interviews, notes, transcriptions, data analysis, and supporting documentation is considered confidential and is not shared with other participants.
**Instrumentation and Data Collection**

This research study is conducted via recorded interviews with participants. Interviews occur either over the phone or through video conferencing. Interviews are semi-structured around a uniform set of open-ended questions contained in the SOIG to ensure uniform data collection across multiple cases. In addition to standardized questions, probing, clarification, and follow up questions are utilized to draw out more information from participants. The researcher records the interviews and transcribes the conversation. Interview questions cover the following topics:

- Strategies used by the CAO to plan and lead departmental fundraising.
- Departmental goal setting and performance metrics used.
- CAO involvement in institutional goal setting.
- Internal and external limitations on fundraising performance.
- Limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership.

The interview protocol is included with the appendices of this research study. Transcribed data is coded for further analysis and included in the appendices of this study.

Additional documentation is necessary to confirm information gathered in demographic surveys and interviews. Supporting materials including fiscal year annual reports and other relevant items are accessed for each subject university. All provided documents are logged, converted to a digital format, and stored on a secure server. Any personal identification information is removed. Physical copies are retained under secured access during the research process. All research materials, including additional documents, are destroyed at the conclusion of the research process.
Data Analysis and Triangulation

Careful data analysis is a key requirement for credible qualitative research (Patton, 1999). According to Lochmiller and Lester (2017), any conclusions drawn from qualitative research must be grounded within the data collected by the researcher. Data processing and analysis is completed by the researcher after all participant interviews are finished. This process includes making verbatim and condensed transcriptions, creating memos of conversations, and coding the data for further review. Emergent codes, categories, and themes are mapped within the analysis by the researcher (Lochmiller & Lester, 2017). Applying the Constant Comparative Method (Glaser, 1965) during this analysis further establishes the validity and credibility of the research method and conclusions. This triangulation of purposeful samples, multiple data types, and analytic methods within qualitative research yields results superior to those obtained with less reliable methodologies (Patton, 1999). All findings and conclusions drawn from this research are compiled in later chapters of this document.

Summary

Chapter three provides an outline of the methodology used in this qualitative research study. The research design, rationale for the design, purpose, and research questions are presented. The setting, sample, selection of a purposeful sample, and role of the researcher are defined and discussed. The IRB process, instrumentation, data collection methods, and data analysis techniques are examined. The findings of this study are discussed in the following chapter.
CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

This qualitative research study explores leadership strategies used by Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) at four-year, publicly funded universities. Chapter three presents the research methodology used in this study. This chapter describes the relevant participant demographic information, analyzes data collected in the study, and presents the emergent themes evident within the data.

Participant Demographics

Eight subjects were interviewed in this study. All were current or former CAOs of four-year, publicly funded universities that met the research sample criteria identified in the previous chapter. Each subject corresponds with a unique university throughout six states within CASE Districts I, II, III, V, and VI. Seven subjects were CAOs of advancement departments internal to a university, and the remaining was CAO of an external university foundation. Each subject’s experience as a CAO is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Years in Current CAO Position</th>
<th>Years as CAO</th>
<th>Years in Advancement Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All subjects occupied their current CAO position for between one and five years. Six subjects had between one and four years of experience as a CAO, and the remaining two subjects had between 15 – 19 years of CAO experience. Experience in the advancement field ranged from 3 – 24 years, with an average of 17 years. Seven of eight subjects had 12 or more years of experience in the advancement field.

Organizational fundraising data for each subject was obtained from annual financial records provided by the subject’s corresponding university or foundation. Where possible, the researcher obtained audited financial statements prepared in accordance with Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statements No. 34 and No. 35 (Governmental Accounting Standards Board, 1999a, 1999b). Each data source is publicly accessible in either digital or print format, although annual reports for the 2020 fiscal year (FY2020) are not currently available. Annual fundraising data for each subject’s university or foundation over the past five fiscal years is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Subject Organizational Fundraising Performance (in Millions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Fundraising data is shown in millions of dollars; current CAO tenure is shown with shaded gray cells.
Each subject’s university reported raising between $1 million and $10 million during the FY2019, with an average of $5.27 million. This performance is typical across all eight universities for fiscal years 2015 – 2019. Two subjects reported that their universities were raising funds through a comprehensive capital campaign during FY20. Notably, two subjects completed their first full year as CAO during FY2020, therefore their leadership is not reflected within the fundraising performance data shown in Table 2.

Data Analysis

The findings for Research Questions 1 – 4 were derived from one-on-one interviews conducted via a videoconferencing platform. All eight subjects were interviewed at their convenience, with interviews lasting between fifteen and thirty minutes. Each subject was asked a uniform set of eight open-ended questions. Responses were grouped together and coded by the researcher based on interpreted meanings as well as repeated phrases.

RQ1: Effective Leadership Strategies

As discussed in chapter two, CAOs are responsible for the overall success of fundraising organizations (Walker, 2012; Hiles, 2010). Within the field of advancement, the traditional measurement of effectiveness is total dollars raised (Walker, 2012). Other quantifiable measures relate to the work of development officers, especially through attempts to meet with donors and solicit gifts (Hiles, 2010). Additionally, the effectiveness of integrating alumni engagement with development operations can be evaluated through both quantitative and qualitative measurements (van Nostrand, 2003; Stevick, 2010). To explore effective CAO leadership strategies, the following research question was proposed:

RQ1: What are effective leadership strategies for CAOs within their fundraising departments?
Research Question 1 was addressed through Interview Questions 1 and 2. Interview Question 1 specifically asked how CAOs gauge effectiveness:

IQ1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

Similar responses emerged within participants’ answers and were grouped together by phrases and interpreted meanings. Responses to IQ1 are presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness determined through metrics</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrics tracked dollars raised by entire team</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrics for entire team</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress toward goals is tracked regularly</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrics tracked dollars raised by individual</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrics did not track dollars raised by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individual</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrics for CAO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrics for alumni engagement</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board involved in setting goals</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emergent Theme 1: Measure Effectiveness with Performance Metrics**

An emergent theme for RQ1 is apparent within responses to IQ1. Table 3 shows that all eight subjects measured effectiveness with performance metrics. Furthermore, five subjects indicated that metrics were used to measure the effectiveness of the entire fundraising team. Five subjects indicated that metrics were used to track the entire team’s total fundraising performance, with four of these subjects indicated both responses. Only two subjects tracked dollars raised by individual fundraisers. These responses indicate that all subjects measure effectiveness through performance metrics, and that six subjects measure the effectiveness of the entire fundraising team through performance metrics. Relevant responses which demonstrate this theme include the following:
IQ1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

Subject 3: We have a fiscal year that runs July 1 to June 30 and we set annual goals for performance. We base that on visits, on new donor prospects that are brought into the pool, on the number of proposals that they will put out in that year, the number of total personal visits made, and we do not base it on a dollar goal, but we have a cumulative goal that the team reaches for. Those metrics are reviewed quarterly.

Subject 7: So we use, there’s 2 ways we use to evaluate the staff as a whole. The first is goal achievement as it relates to university priorities, as established in our current comprehensive campaign. We have different fundraising and engagement goals within those plans that are in support of strategic initiatives across the university. That would be the primary means of evaluating effectiveness, and that’s pretty quantitative. So we can measure exactly how many dollars we’ve raised against a particular goal or initiative.

Then there’s a set of qualitative data that we track with our fundraising staff, and that really has to do with their relationships that they both identify and nurture over a given set period of time. So those would be the two, qualitative and quantitative, and then we get into different levels, but again the big one on the quantitative is the fundraising, just total dollars to goal, and the second one and the qualitative one, the types of relationships our fundraisers have.

Interview Question 2 asked CAOs about leadership strategies for fundraising staff:

IQ2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

Similar responses emerged within participants’ answers and were grouped together by phrases and interpreted meanings. The findings from IQ1 are presented in Table 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coaching style of leadership</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead by example</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAO accountability</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAO transparency</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAO communication</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress toward goals is tracked regularly</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment style of leadership</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAO motivates staff</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiered organizational structure</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team building</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emergent Theme 2: Set and Communicate Clear Expectations**

A cluster of responses related to setting and communicating expectations reveals a second emergent theme for RQ1. Three subjects employed transparency, and three subjects advocated for clear communication. In all, four subjects indicated using a leadership strategy of setting and communicating clear standards for a fundraising team. Relevant responses demonstrating this theme include the following:

**IQ2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?**

**Subject 3:** I do my own fundraising as well and so I try to show them what success looks like and what I expect of them through my own behaviors and work with donors. I think excellent communication is very important. I have daily communication with all of them and weekly meetings.

**Subject 4:** I think absolute transparency is one of the things I’ve focused on in the last 2 years. Being transparent in what my expectations are, but not only what expectations I have, but why I have them. I’m very clear with our fundraising staff what my conversations have been with the president, with other vice presidents, with the deans, so that nobody’s caught off guard by what I’m asking and also so nobody thinks this is just something in my head that I’m coming up with. If it’s something in my head that I’m making up, then I’ll tell them that and why I think it’s a good idea. For the most part I try to be very transparent and very supportive. I think it’s a benefit that I’ve been in their position so that they know I know I understand the positives and negatives of what I’m asking them to do.
Emergent Theme 3: Regularly Review Performance Metrics

CAOs regularly monitor performance metrics and track progress toward organizational goals. Four subjects indicated this in responses to IQ1 and IQ2, revealing a third emergent theme for RQ1. Relevant responses which demonstrate this theme include the following:

IQ1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?
Subject 2: Metrics for team and staff. From gift officers to annual giving. Board helps set overall goals and sees results, but not at the individual level. Monthly reports on progress toward metrics. Metrics for leadership as well.
Subject 3: We have a fiscal year that runs July 1 to June 30 and we set annual goals for performance. We base that on visits, new on new donor prospects that are brought into the pool, on the number of proposals that they will put out in that year, the number of total personal visits made, and we do not base it on a dollar goal, but we have a cumulative goal that the team reaches for. Those metrics are reviewed quarterly.

IQ2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?
Subject 5: We basically meet very frequently and we have a very open door policy. We go over our portfolios on about a quarterly basis to evaluate visits and who needs to be visited, and future actions that need to be taken with various constituents. We keep a close look on any outstanding asks or anyone who hasn’t been reached out to, to make sure that we’re touching base. So I keep a good handle as far as taking a look at all of our metrics, and where our frontline fundraisers are spending their time and reaching out, particularly right now, calling everyone in their portfolios, making sure they’ve touched base with them, check in with them and so forth. From a leadership standpoint, it’s just making sure you know what your development officers are doing and checking the metrics to see how often they’re visiting with people, checking in with people, and then helping to guide them on different ways to engage donors.

Subject 6: I am one that, now I have a kind of young and inexperienced staff, so I’m more hands on than normal. However, my leadership style is very much an empowerment style. It is “you have a job to do, here’s the matrix, go do it.” As vice president at a small state university, they wear you out. They have to be independently responsible…

Fundraisers, if you don’t trust them, get rid of them. Because fundraisers are meant to be on the road, they’re meant to be out. So when I hire them, and see that’s the other thing, if you have a matrix where you track the results, then they can’t flub on this. If they’re lying about it, I’ll know. It may take a year, but after a year if you’re not seeing dollars coming in, then you have a problem. So if you have this matrix then you
can empower them to go do their job. So what we do is meet in a moves management meeting every two weeks.

**RQ2: Leadership Strategies for Institutional Goals**

The CAO occupies a powerful position within the institution. As discussed in chapter two, the CAO manages an advancement department, sits on the university’s executive leadership cabinet, and serves as the primary fundraising partner of the university president (Chan, 2016; Sturgis, 2006). The CAO assists with strategic planning initiatives and organizes fundraising priorities to align with the president’s vision. The following research question was proposed to explore how CAOs achieved these both internally within the advancement department and externally throughout the university:

**RQ 2:** How are leadership strategies used by CAOs aligned with institution-level goals?

Research Question 2 was addressed through Interview Questions 3 and 4. IQ3 asked subjects to consider how the CAO influence the goals of the university throughout the institution.

**IQ3:** How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

Similar responses emerged within participants’ answers and were grouped together by phrases and interpreted meanings. Responses to IQ3 are presented in Table 5.
Three prominent responses to IQ4 emerged from the data. Six CAOs indicated influencing other university leaders. Additionally, five CAOs indicated that development departmental goals were aligned with university goals. Some of these responses were repeated within answers to IQ4. IQ4 asked subjects how the CAO address institutional goals through departmental leadership.

IQ4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?

Similar responses emerged within participants’ answers and were grouped together by phrases and interpreted meanings. Responses to IQ4 are presented in Table 6.
Emergent Theme 4: Strategic Planning Shapes University Goals and Priorities

An emergent theme for RQ2 is apparent within responses to IQ3 and IQ4. Strategic planning is mentioned by six of eight subjects across the two questions. These responses indicate that most subjects use strategic planning to help shape university goals and priorities at the institutional level. Relevant responses which demonstrate this theme include the following:

IQ3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

Subject 1: I was probably in a little different position, mainly because I was entrusted by the president to oversee the strategic planning process for the university. Not every chief advancement officer has that opportunity, so I probably was in a somewhat unique position…

So the advancement officer should always make sure that both strategic and operational planning are occurring at the institutional level. I think that’s the important part for any chief advancement officer, to make sure the process is happening.
Subject 4: Because what we’ve tried to establish are strategic development initiatives. Working with each dean, working with other non-academic departments like career services, student success, and those areas, student affairs, we tried to establish strategic development initiatives for each of those areas we would help support…

So we are in the process right now of creating, of really buckling down and working with them more on these strategic development initiatives as we look toward going into another campaign.

IQ4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?

Subject 7: We really require each department to, let me back it up. We work under, currently we work under a 7-year comprehensive campaign plan for the foundation. That campaign plan was established by the university leadership and foundation leadership.

Emergent Theme 5: CAOs Influence University Leaders

The influence of the CAO extends beyond the advancement department and affects other university leaders. Responses to IQ3 from six subjects indicate influencing university president, deans, and other leaders, especially regarding the role of philanthropy in shaping university priorities. Of these six subjects, two were members of the president’s cabinet. Relevant responses which demonstrate this theme include the following:

IQ3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

Subject 2: Sits at senior leadership table, this is a big impact on shaping those goals.

Subject 3: I am a direct report to the President and that’s a big help.

Subject 5: I think one of the ways you do that as an advancement leader is that you’re able to interface with constituents and find out what they are wanting to support. By coming back to the university and saying, here’s some areas that donors are very interested in, then we help to shape some of the academic programing at times, and also just where the university might focus some of its energy.

Subject 7: What we’re trying to do on campus is really work with our leadership on campus to understand what private philanthropy and corporate support can mean to the institution, and many of our faculty staff understand that, and then freeing up time for our deans, and our leadership teams to actually engage in that. Engage in case building, engage in strategic planning, and then actually engaging with donors, that’s been a challenge…

So we try to keep it very grass roots in its nature. We have those liaisons, and we have a consultant come in and work with our deans.
and we’ve done some in-house workshops. We’ve also sent a number of our deans to advancement resource trainings. And then we try to, internally, really develop that sense of philanthropy.

**Emergent Theme 6: University Goals Drive Advancement Goals**

Research subjects repeatedly mention that departmental goals and priorities are driven by university goals and priorities. This theme for RQ2 is apparent in responses to IQ3 and IQ4.

Relevant responses which demonstrate this theme include the following:

**IQ3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?**

**Subject 1:** Mainly because in the end, the advancement office raises money based off the goals of the institution. Well if the institution isn’t having annual goals or strategic goals, then what do you raise money for? I never wanted it to be that the advancement office was coming up with, “oh well we’ll go raise money for this or that.” It shouldn’t be like that. The university should come up with what its goals are, and once its determined goals, then the advancement office should say, well how can we raise money for these particular goals?

**Subject 2:** Money must flow towards university priorities, which must be regularly set and reviewed.

**Subject 3:** We try to find the exact perfect donor to match the exact need on campus and drive projects that way.

**Subject 5:** The university gives us their goals and we seek funding for those as well.

**IQ4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?**

**Subject 1:** I guess my leadership approach is, firstly, is pretty much operational planning. We’re going to look at what the institutional goals are, and based off of those goals, we’re going to determine departmental goals. For me it was development, alumni, and marketing communications. Development will say what are the goals of the institutions, how do we fit in, clearly we’ll be raising money for that particular area. Alumni looks at it saying we’ll mobilize our alumni base, that’s how alumni will fit in. Finally marketing communications looking at it for their goals.

**Subject 3:** Major gift officers are constituent-based and have focuses across the campus in various ways. We try to always keep in the forefront that what we do has to impact them in a positive way and fit in with their goals and mission. Sometimes we have donors who have ideas that don’t necessarily fit in with the current goals of that area. We try to use negotiation as a means to emphasize the potential impact, especially if donors can align with the needs of the university and the university has to give a little bit in some ways to help align with the donor’s goals of
philanthropy. I think we use negotiation a lot to ensure we’re fulfilling goals and setting goals from the top down and prioritizing in each constituent area to try to impact the students as much as possible.

**RQ3: Contributing Factors of Effective Development**

Ultimately, the philanthropic support of donors serves as an endorsement of the university’s leadership and vision. As explored in chapter two, the CAO and university president encourage donor willingness by shaping the institutional vision and priorities, building donor relationships, and securing philanthropic gifts (Satterwhite and Cedja, 2011; Walker, 2012; Sturgis, 2006; Murray, 2008). CAOs are responsible for building and enhancing a culture of giving in their departments and universities, and the president’s endorsement of this culture contributes to its success (Walker, 2012). Among the results of these responsibilities, CAOs are expected to achieve the university’s fundraising goals. The following research question was proposed to explore contributing factors of effective fundraising:

RQ3: What factors affect fundraising performance?

Interview Questions 5 and 6 specifically asked research subjects to identify these factors.

IQ5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

The results of IQ5 are displayed in Table 7.
Table 7

Responses to IQ5: Internal Limitations to Fundraising

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Budget constraints</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University leadership</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of philanthropy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP/CAO partnership</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff limitations</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional expectations</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus culture</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University vision</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four subjects identified that resource limitations, such as budget constraints or limited staff sizes, were internal limitations to fundraising success. A cluster of five subjects spoke to internal challenges regarding the perception of university leadership or the partnership between the CAO and university president.

The results of IQ6 are displayed in Table 8.

Table 8

Responses to IQ6: External Limitations to Fundraising

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic climate</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current events</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University reputation</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor willingness</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of philanthropy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception of state funding</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership reputation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Six subjects indicated that current events and the economic climate affect as external factors which affect fundraising performance. The external reputation of a university and its
leadership was mentioned by three subjects. Four subjects also directly identified donor willingness to give as an external factor which affects fundraising performance.

**Emergent Theme 7: Donor Willingness Affects Fundraising Performance**

An emergent theme appeared in responses to IQ 5 and IQ6 from all eight subjects. All subjects indicated that the overall willingness of donors to give affects the university’s fundraising performance. Relevant responses which demonstrate this emergent theme include the following:

IQ5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Subject 7: If we have that compelling vision that people see themselves as being able to be a part of, then I think we probably have the recipe in place, we’ve got the right leadership in place, if the institution isn’t in a crisis, per se, and we’ve got the right vision, I think those three things can greatly influence the people’s ability to invest in the organization.

IQ6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Subject 1: Making sure we had the correct fundraising projects which were speaking to the values and passions of our donors… historically, the willingness of donors to give.

Subject 7: External… I would think, I’ve been doing this about 12 years, the biggest barriers externally typically are the economy and people’s confidence in what the future’s going to look like. The higher the degree of uncertainty, the greater the degree of the drop in fundraising. The level of, the level of wealth is relatively steady, it’s just what are people willing to do with their assets? They need to be certain of the future or they are less likely to support at the time that you want them to support.

Subject 8: Our donors have lost personal wealth, they’ve lost jobs, they’ve had to direct their dollars other places, and so that hugely affects our ability to raise money.

**Emergent Theme 8: Donor Awareness Affects Fundraising Performance**

The role of advancement plays an increasingly prominent role at every university as its challenges and expectations grow (Chan, 2016; Weerts, 2007). Universities increasingly rely on alternative sources of funding beyond state appropriations and tuition dollars, including both
donations from alumni and private supporters (Fowles, 2014; Weerts, 2007). CAOs are expected to increase donor awareness of philanthropy and communicate its impact on the university. The level of awareness affects fundraising performance. Four subjects indicated that these perceptions affected the fundraising ability of the university in response to IQ 5 and IQ6.

Relevant responses which demonstrate this theme include the following:

IQ5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Subject 2: Prioritize fundraising for impact. Not good enough to raise money that won’t be used and just sit in an account. Share that impact through donor outreach, services, and stewardship. Show impact to donors through internal actions.

IQ6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Subject 2: Perception among older alumni that institution is entirely state funded. No need for philanthropy. This class of donor attended when this was true – cheap and no debt. Big change maybe 15 years ago. Saying it over and over doesn’t change that perception among that age group.

Subject 4: The more people are talking about philanthropy, planned giving, see my background’s in planned giving so I’ll say that, charitable support, I think all boats rise with the tide.

Subject 5: Legislative changes, state funding, if we get more state funding and we’re doing well, then people don’t think that we need money. If we get less state funding, people say, why doesn’t the state support you, you’re a state institution so you should have money.

Emergent Theme 9: Donor Perceptions Affect Fundraising Performance

The reputation of the university and its leaders affect fundraising performance. University leadership should be involved in fundraising at both the CAO and presidential level (Walker, 2012; Murray, 2008). The CAO and president are responsible for strategic planning, coordination of external and internal stakeholders, building effective teams, directing fundraising activities, and optimizing resource allocation for achieving fundraising goals (Satterwhite & Cedja, 2011). These actions influence internal and external perceptions of the university and its leadership. Six subjects indicated that these perceptions affected the fundraising ability of the
university in response to IQ 5 and IQ6. Relevant responses which demonstrate this theme include the following:

IQ5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Subject 3: Three years ago we had a major leadership challenge. We had a president that did not have a strong positive reputation, who was not visionary or goals focused. We had a vice president over our area that was equally challenging. That was a tremendous driver of negative force on our team. When you have donors who don’t want to meet with university leadership, that’s a problem. That was a big challenge.

I say all of that to say we have a new leadership in place, a new president, new structure, new organizational structure in that there is not a vice president in the office, we are just a direct report to the president’s office. That has created a strong level of trust. This president really cares about our institution, is a graduate of our institution, that has had a tremendous positive impact on our team and our fundraisers specifically. It helps most of them want to get the work done, to meet goals, to work with the president to set goals. I think that has had a really great impact internally on our team.

Subject 5: Again, I can’t talk about the department, but being a separate 501(c)(3), but working very closely with the university, things that have an impact are how well the president is doing, how the president is perceived by outside constituencies, whether or not the deans are considered good leaders, whether or not faculty are considered to be productive.

That will have a huge impact on donor relations with the university overall, not just within those departments but with the overall university. I think those are some of the areas that are critical to success in fundraising.

Subject 6: Well, leadership. I mean if the president is not prepared to make asks, if the president is not prepared to communicate with the public and to be involved in a campaign, you’re not going to be successful. So leadership is important. And then leadership in my part, my part is to hire the right people, set the right tone, and put the right goals into place.

Subject 7: Primarily, the biggest internal factor is presidential leadership. What is the perception of the president internally and externally? That has a major impact on what is happening. I think campus culture, how are we perceived publicly? Do we feel like, does the public perceive us as moving in the right direction, as being a valuable part of the community, you know, externally. How are we perceived? University leadership and, I think, down to the next level, our Vice President for Academic Affairs, our deans, they all have to be strong leaders and people have to be willing to invest in them. So I think those are kind of the three big ones. And then I would add a fourth, do we have a vision? Right, and is it a
compelling vision, have we cast that compelling vision for the future? If we have that compelling vision that people see themselves as being able to be a part of, then I think we probably have the recipe in place, we’ve got the right leadership in place, if the institution isn’t in a crisis, per se, and we’ve got the right vision, I think those three things can greatly influence the people’s ability to invest in the organization.

IQ6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Subject 1: Also perceptions of the university and even sometimes external perceptions of officials at the university.

Subject 6: Locally, how does the public view your president? How does the public view your students? How does the public view the institution as a whole? So if you have a positive, people really think you’re a good education system if your students are well-behaved out in the community, if your students are doing a good job, that makes a difference. And they’re more likely, businesses, foundations, and individuals are more likely to give.

Outside of the local community, I think it is reputation. You know, I was up in [City] before I came here at a small school called [small Private University]. It was a private university, well, it was in the shade of [large Private University]. [Large Private University] has a reputation around the world. All you got to do is say [large Private University] and they’re throwing money at you. That’s, that’s PR right there. They have amazing PR because people know it’s a great school, it’s the best [religious] school in the country. I mean, they have all of these things. That’s what it can do for you externally.

Emergent Theme 10: Current Events and Economic Climate

A theme is apparent in responses to IQ6. Six subjects indicated that current events and the economic climate impact the willingness of donors to give. Relevant responses which demonstrate this theme include the following:

IQ6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Subject 3: Right now it is a world-wide pandemic that is having a tremendous impact on what we’re doing.

Our students are financially, their families are financially impacted by what we’re doing. Over 45% of our student body are First-Generation college students, and so their families are falling into the demographics experiencing unemployment issues.
Subject 5: Externally…. Current events that create a need from especially granting agencies. For instance, currently the COVID-19, in a way, funding that would normally be program and project oriented and, especially granting agencies, private foundations are focused 100% on humanitarian efforts created by COVID-19. Sometimes that’s a hurricane in a certain area, or whatever that might be, those are some things that can have dramatic impact on your ability to get grants.

Subject 7: I would think, I’ve been doing this about 12 years, the biggest barriers externally typically are the economy and people’s confidence in what the future’s going to look like. The higher the degree of uncertainty, the greater the degree of the drop in fundraising. The level of, the level of wealth is relatively steady, it’s just what are people willing to do with their assets? They need to be certain of the future or they are less likely to support at the time that you want them to support.

RQ4: Adaptations of Strategic Leadership

As departmental heads, CAOs face challenges related to organizational effectiveness, including the roles of both leadership and management. As discussed in chapter 2, the scope and expectations of the CAO role have grown while the advancement field grew in complexity and importance throughout the 20th century (Sturgis, 2006). Today, this position manages an advancement department and serves as the primary fundraising partner of the university president (Chan, 2016; Sturgis, 2006). The following research question was proposed to explore how CAOs respond to the challenges of the position:

RQ4: How do CAOs adapt to limitations on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

Research Question 4 was explored through Interview Questions 7 and 8. These questions specifically asked research subjects about leadership challenges.

IQ7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?

Responses to IQ7 are shown in Table 9.
Table 9
Responses to IQ7: Limitations to Effective Leadership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wasted time</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations of budget</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative tasks</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived limits on authority</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations of staff</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External factors</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal strengths and weaknesses</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Responses to IQ7 demonstrate challenges relating to both resource management and leadership capability. Four subjects indicated that challenges related to resource management, such as budget, staff limitations, or time, limited the effective of leadership. Five subjects indicated other challenges broadly related to leadership capability.

IQ8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

Responses to IQ8 are shown in Table 10.
Table 10
Responses to IQ8: Adaptations to Limits on Effective Leadership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective management</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor impact</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard work</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage time effectively</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advancement Skills</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology improvements</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big picture thinking</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong relationships</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency and communication</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Responses to IQ8 indicate a mix of effective management strategies and skill competencies. The responses from six of eight subjects indicated measures taken to increase the effective management of time and staff. The responses of five subjects emphasized the importance of advancement and leadership skill competencies.

**Emergent Theme 11: The Necessity of Effective Management**

An emergent theme appeared in responses to IQ7 and IQ7 from subjects. A total of six subjects indicated that effective management is linked to effective strategic leadership. Four subjects identified that challenges related to management, such as limited time, staff, and budgets, limited the effectiveness strategic leadership. Additionally, six subjects indicated that these challenges need to be effectively managed by CAOs. Relevant responses which demonstrate this emergent theme include the following:

**IQ7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?**

**Subject 1:** Probably I would say that, day to day mundane operational issues that have a tendency to take up time and not allow a leader to sit back and see the whole picture. You can get into an activity or an event, or expectation of task, whatever it may be, and become so busy with that. I mean meetings and meetings. You get bogged down in those things and you don’t step back and look at the large picture. It’s very important for a
leader to sit back and look at the large picture: how are things moving, how is the entire operation occurring, are things in every area where they need to be, and sometimes when you get bogged down in the daily activities and requirements, it has a tendency to limit that.

Subject 2: Resources, time, human talent. Never enough at current institution. Both external and internal resources were more accessible and available at [Private University] where career started.

Subject 3: I think that budget situations limit the impact of my leadership because I have to… You can’t necessarily make the best decisions for your team if you don’t have the dollars you need to follow through on that. I think a limiting budget is a big factor that impacts my leadership.

Subject 6: Paperwork. Administration. I’m a fundraiser and I came from the private university world. Then I came here to meetings. I mean, I came here and they just suck the life out of you, they want you in a meeting. I have a one on one with the president twice a week. Not only do I meet, I’m sorry, I mean I meet him one on one once a week, but then I meet him as an executive committee once a week, then I meet him as a cabinet once a week. So now I have three standing meetings with the president. And the cabinet and the EC, those can go on, they’ve gone upwards of three hours, easy. That’s a waste of my freaking time. I need to talk to the president, I need to meet. I don’t need to sit in three-hour meetings three times a week. So that’s part of it.

And then, yes, we need paperwork. I’m a very flat, I’ve got twenty something people that work for me, and I have no middle managers. Ok? Me, and everybody else. Now I do that on purpose because I think you get more work done, because middle managers don’t work. They do paperwork. Well, that means somebody has got to do it. So I’ll have a secretary, or me, will have to do it. And that kind of ties me down a little bit. You know, you kind of weigh the options. Do I want more middle managers and less people out on the road, or do I want more people on the road and less middle managers? I’ve chosen the latter.

IQ8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

Subject 1: I think you have to schedule time and I mean on the calendar, block out time, where you have nothing else to do for several hours. So you can sit back, think, reflect, you know, make plans or whatever it may be, and close the door so there’s no interruptions. I think you have to intentionally schedule time in your calendar to provide that strategic leadership reflection time. The other thing I would say too, is and I guess this speaks to the same point, is try not to take on daily, try not to take on activities that require you to manage a project. I know that sounds like you’re not doing work, but in the end, that’s what managers are for, that’s what directors are for, that’s what your staff is for, to manage the project. I think it’s important for the leader to remain separate from that. If you take
on too many projects, you get bogged down in the management of them, the daily activity of, the tasks of them. You’re not leading, all you’re doing is managing. I think it’s important for the leader to, not that you totally don’t take on any projects, but that you limit the number of actual projects you have, in order for you to sit back, see the whole picture, make sure the whole organization is working appropriately.

Subject 3: I’ll go back to that situation I was in when we did not have really great leadership. I think that you have to be even more of a strong leader of your team when you have poor leadership above you. I think that you have to manage up and manage down in a very different way when you have poor leadership in place.

Subject 6: Oh, and second to that is technology. I’ve been pretty, and I’m not the most technologically savvy fellow in the world, but I’ve been able to upgrade our technology to where we save quite a bit of time.

Subject 7: One of the things I’ve been blessed with is our ability to generate our own revenue. So our foundation has the ability, unlike other [State University system] foundations, we use our endowment management fee and our gift administration fee to primarily fund our operations along with some university support. That’s been a real benefit that I had nothing to do with, I walked into it and it’s just been a great tool. So that’s been a compensation to what, when I hear my colleagues talk, the real challenge is staffing given our current union models. So I think that has been a challenge for others. It hasn’t been a challenge for myself just because I have so much flexibility and I can hire in a different method and manage in a different method then others. That’s been a real positive.

Emergent Theme 12: Leadership Capacity and Competence Affects Strategic Leadership

An emergent theme appeared in responses to IQ7 and IQ7 from subjects. A total of six subjects indicated that leadership capacity affects strategic leadership. Four subjects identified that leadership deficiencies affect the effectiveness strategic leadership. Five subjects indicated that these challenges need to be effectively overcome by CAOs. Additionally, five subjects mention competence in the advancement field. Relevant responses which demonstrate this emergent theme include the following:

IQ7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?
Subject 1: Probably I would say that, day to day mundane operational issues that have a tendency to take up time and not allow a leader to sit back and
see the whole picture. You can get into an activity or an event, or expectation of task, whatever it may be, and become so busy with that. I mean meetings and meetings. You get bogged down in those things and you don’t step back and look at the large picture. It’s very important for a leader to sit back and look at the large picture: how are things moving, how is the entire operation occurring, are things in every area where they need to be, and sometimes when you get bogged down in the daily activities and requirements, it has a tendency to limit that.

Subject 3: The force of this pandemic has changed how we do business in a very short amount of time. We’re trying to find our way through. I’ve been doing this for almost 25 years now, and when you have such a great change in such a short time, everything you thought you knew about how to lead a fundraising team has been put into question. You really are just forced to do everything different and find a new way. In some ways that’s really great, and in some ways that’s limiting until you can figure out what the best path forward is.

Subject 4: I think an impact on my leadership, on my division, for the past couple of years I’ve been Interim Vice President. The interim part impacts the effectiveness of my leadership. I’d like to think it doesn’t, but it does. Right now we’re talking about what the next step is because I’m only interim for another month, but we don’t, we aren’t searching for anybody. So likely I’m going to continue. How do I continue? That’s been an influencer of my effectiveness, not necessarily to our donors, but within the university.

Subject 5: I think that communication has to be very robust, especially when you’re an outside organization. It’s difficult to lead if you don’t know where you’re going and try to get people to follow in a direction that you’re not sure what that direction is. I think that when we have a lack of communication, I would say the same thing as having worked in a department in a university as well, communication is the key. If you don’t have a strong communication plan and strong communication with your dean, it’s hard to lead people.

You have to have strong communication and you have to have a strong idea of what the overall goals are. Those goals need to stay flexible, but they also need to stay pretty permanent, at least for a while until you reach them and can move forward. Otherwise you can’t lead.

IQ8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

Subject 1: I think you have to schedule time and I mean on the calendar, block out time, where you have nothing else to do for several hours. So you can sit back, think, reflect, you know, make plans or whatever it may be, and close the door so there’s no interruptions. I think you have to intentionally schedule time in your calendar to provide that strategic leadership reflection time.
Subject 2: Leadership is most important when it comes to fundraising – your leader must be good at this, too.

Subject 3: I’ll go back to that situation I was in when we did not have really great leadership. I think that you have to be even more of a strong leader of your team when you have poor leadership above you. I think that you have to manage up and manage down in a very different way when you have poor leadership in place. I think that it always comes back to the donor and it always comes back to the impact. You have to take everything else out of the equation. You remind your team that you work with donors to impact students. As long as you can keep the “why” on the table all of the time, despite everything else going on internal and external, that’s how you have the greatest impact.

Subject 4: Hard work. Hard work, I mean what I’ve tried to do over the past 2 years is build a team, and the team is doing well. Continuing to focus on the people that work with me and for me has allowed us to continue to move forward in our efforts, even though we’re not quite as strategic as we should be as a university. So hard work, transparency, communication, in all respects is an important factor in overcoming those limitations.

Subject 7: So from a compensation standpoint, I think that the only other thing maybe just going back to your question 7 is just people’s level of awareness of philanthropy at the public university, and why it’s so important. So I think that’s been the challenge and I think, answering that in one of your previous questions, we really just have to make the case and build relationships with people. Which is just basic advancement work, making our case and building relationships, and moving up people’s philanthropic interest scale. I think that’s how we would compensate for that.

Summary

The researcher used individual interviews and document review to collect the data for this study. Eight Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) of similar four-year, publicly funded universities participated in interviews for this study. Twelve themes emerged from the research data: 1) effectiveness is measured with performance metrics; 2) set and communicate clear expectations; 3) regularly review progress toward goals; 4) strategic planning shapes university goals and priorities; 5) CAOs influence university leaders; 6) CAOs use authority to align departmental goals with university goals; 7) donor willingness affects fundraising performance; 8) donor awareness affects fundraising performance; 9) perceptions of the university and its
leaders affect fundraising performance; 10) economic climate and current events affect fundraising performance; 11) effective management contributes to strategic leadership; and 12) leadership capacity affects strategic leadership. The research questions and emergent themes for this study are summarized in Table 11. Chapter four presented relevant demographic data and the objective findings of this study. Chapter five contains a discussion of the results, comparisons to literature and the theoretical framework, implications for advancement leaders, and recommendations for future research.
Table 11

Summary of Emergent Themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Emergent Theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RQ 1: What are effective leadership strategies for CAOs within their fundraising departments? | 1. Effectiveness is measured with performance metrics  
2. Set and communicate clear expectations  
3. Regularly review performance metrics |
| RQ 2: How are leadership strategies used by CAOs aligned with institution-level goals? | 4. Strategic planning shapes university goals and priorities  
5. CAOs influence university leaders  
6. University goals drive advancement goals |
| RQ 3: What factors contribute to the effectiveness of strategic leadership? | 7. Donor willingness to give  
8. Donor awareness of philanthropy  
9. Perceptions of university and leadership  
10. Economic climate and current events |
| RQ 4: How do CAOs adapt to limitations on the effectiveness of strategic leadership? | 11. Effective management  
12. Leadership capacity |
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This research study explored leadership strategies used by Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) at four-year, publicly funded universities. Earlier chapters introduced the study, reviewed relevant literature, and provided the methodology. The previous chapter described participant demographic information, analyzed data collected in the study, and summarized the findings through emergent themes. This chapter reintroduces the purpose of the study and discusses the findings in relation to the theoretical framework. Finally, it offers conclusions from the research, leadership implications, and areas for further research.

The purpose of this study is to determine effective leadership strategies for CAOs at four-year, publicly funded universities. Research questions examined the roles, actions, and decisions of CAOs within fundraising departments and throughout the overall university. Questions researched in this study are:

RQ 1: What are effective leadership strategies for CAOs within their fundraising departments?

RQ 2: How are leadership strategies used by CAOs aligned with institution-level goals?

RQ 3: What factors contribute to the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

RQ 4: How do CAOs adapt to limitations on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

This qualitative study interviewed eight individual CAOs of similar four-year, public universities. Each subject was treated individually. Data from individual interview transcripts were analyzed through the theoretical framework of Strategic Leadership Theory and in relation to the research questions in this study. Twelve themes emerged from the research data: 1) effectiveness is measured with performance metrics; 2) set and communicate clear expectations; 3) regularly review progress toward goals; 4) strategic planning shapes university goals and
priorities; 5) CAOs influence university leaders; 6) CAOs use authority to align departmental goals with university goals; 7) donor willingness affects fundraising performance; 8) donor awareness affects fundraising performance; 9) perceptions of the university and its leaders affect fundraising performance; 10) economic climate and current events affect fundraising performance; 11) effective management contributes to strategic leadership; and 12) leadership capacity affects strategic leadership. These themes are discussed in relation to the literature and theoretical framework in the following section.

Discussion

Measuring Effectiveness

Effective CAOs set and communicate clear expectations with fundraising staff members. While all eight subjects agree that effectiveness is measured through performance metrics, four also mention transparency and clear communication when sharing expectations and goals with fundraising staff. Subject 4’s response best demonstrates this emergent theme:

IQ2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?
Subject 4: I think absolute transparency is one of the things I’ve focused on in the last two years. Being transparent in what my expectations are, but not only what expectations I have, but why I have them.

Strategies of clear communication and setting goals are widely supported by organizational leadership and psychology literature. Locke et al. (1981) found that specific and challenging goals contribute to higher performance than goals which are easy, vague, or hard to define. Ahmed et al. (2010) suggest that managers influence employees through communication and that communication is an effective strategy for achieving organizational goals (p. 74). Beslin & Reddin (2004) found that effective communication from organizational leadership builds trust and creates shared values with employees and stakeholders. Setting specific goals and clearly communicating expectations is an effective leadership strategy for CAOs.
Furthermore, effective CAOs regularly monitor progress toward organizational goals. Four subjects routinely monitor progress towards goals through regular reports and meetings. Rather than only relying on annual reviews, these subjects mention bimonthly, monthly, or quarterly progress reviews. Subject 6’s response best demonstrates this emergent theme:

IQ2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

Subject 6: We go over our portfolios on about a quarterly basis to evaluate visits and who needs to be visited, and future actions that need to be taken with various constituents. We keep a close look on any outstanding asks or anyone who hasn’t been reached out to, to make sure that we’re touching base. So I keep a good handle as far as taking a look at all of our metrics, and where our frontline fundraisers are spending their time and reaching out, particularly right now, calling everyone in their portfolios, making sure they’ve touched base with them, check in with them and so forth. From a leadership standpoint, it’s just making sure you know what your development officers are doing and checking the metrics to see how often they’re visiting with people, checking in with people, and then helping to guide them on different ways to engage donors.

This strategy is supported in literature. A meta-analysis of 138 studies by Harkin et al. (2016) found that monitoring goal progress is an effective management strategy and that increasing frequencies of evaluation are linked to higher occurrences of desired outcomes. Regularly monitoring progress toward goals is an effective leadership strategy for CAOs.

The primary goal of a CAO is to increase external financial support for a university, and the principal measurement is the total amount of dollars raised (Walker, 2012). Effective CAOs meet performance objectives through goal setting, clear communication, and regular progress monitoring. These leadership strategies contribute to organizational success and align with strategic leadership actions identified by Boal & Hooijberg (2001), including 1) developing key competencies and capabilities; 2) developing organizational controls, structures, and processes; and 3) effective management practices (p. 516). Furthermore, the ability to influence and motivate staff toward goal achievement is an element of managerial wisdom, a crucial component of strategic leadership effectiveness (p. 534). Therefore, the researcher concludes
that communicating expectations and assessing progress are critical leadership strategies for CAOs to ensure that organizational fundraising goals are met.

**Influence and Authority**

Effective CAOs elevate the role of philanthropy by influencing university leadership. Six of eight subjects identified that strategic planning is used to set goals for the university. The same six subjects also mention using influence to shape institutional priorities, especially regarding the role of philanthropy throughout the university. Subject 7’s response best illustrates this emergent theme:

IQ3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

Subject 7: What we’re trying to do on campus is really work with our leadership on campus to understand what private philanthropy and corporate support can mean to the institution, and many of our faculty staff understand that, and then freeing up time for our deans, and our leadership teams to actually engage in that. Engage in case building, engage in strategic planning, and then actually engaging with donors, that’s been a challenge…

So we try to keep it very grass roots in its nature. We have those liaisons, and we have a consultant come in and work with our deans and we’ve done some in-house workshops. We’ve also sent a number of our deans to advancement resource trainings. And then we try to, internally, really develop that sense of philanthropy.

This behavior is encouraged in literature on both the CAO role and strategic leadership. Walker (2012) found that successful CAOs partner with the university president on fundraising, involve academic deans in the fundraising process, and prepare university leadership for successful fundraising. Rowe (2001) suggests that strategic leaders use influence to encourage others to make everyday decisions which enhance organizations in the long term, and that a combination of managerial leadership and visionary leadership styles enables the strategic leader to affect organizational performance by focusing on both short-term priorities and long-term visions. Additionally, Subject 7’s response is indicative of the capacity to learn at both the
individual and organizational level, an essential component of strategic leadership (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990).

The CAO is an influential and visible figure within the institution. This figure is a member of the executive leadership cabinet, is often involved in long-term and strategic planning, and a supportive partner to deans and other vice presidents. As an integral member of university leadership, effective CAOs utilize influence throughout the institution to ensure that philanthropy remains a focus of strategic plans and priorities.

Furthermore, effective CAOs use authority to ensure that strategic goals are met by aligning advancement department goals and priorities with those of the university. Five of eight subjects refer to a strategy of alignment and agree that operational planning is driven by the strategic planning process. Subject 1’s response best demonstrates this emergent theme:

IQ4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?

Subject 1: I guess my leadership approach is, firstly, is pretty much operational planning. We’re going to look at what the institutional goals are, and based off of those goals, we’re going to determine departmental goals. For me it was development, alumni, and marketing communications. Development will say what are the goals of the institutions, how do we fit in, clearly we’ll be raising money for that particular area. Alumni looks at it saying we’ll mobilize our alumni base, that’s how alumni will fit in. Finally marketing communications looking at it for their goals.

A strategy of aligning departmental goals with institutional goals is consistent with literature on leadership roles in university fundraising. Kinnison & Ferrin (1989) refer to the CAO as an institutional leader and suggest that fundraising activities are deliberate and aligned with the institutional strategic plan. Satterwhite & Cedja (2005) found that the goals of the fundraising process must be consistent with the university’s strategic plan. The CAO uses authority to ensure the success of this alignment within the advancement department. The CAO encourages operational planning, directs staff to carry plans out, and drives performance by monitoring progress toward established goals. As the department often includes fundraisers,
marketing and communications, alumni relations, and other external affairs, the CAO has wide latitude to ensure that the entire staff focuses on specific departmental goals and broader institutional goals. Effective CAOs use authority to ensure that these goals are aligned and achieved.

The CAO occupies a powerful position within the institution and is ultimately responsible for the success of fundraising efforts which support the president’s vision and university’s strategic plan. The CAO shapes institutional priorities and aligns advancement goals with those of the university. Therefore, the researcher concludes that effective CAOs use influence and authority to ensure that fundraising activities lead to institutional success.

External Factors Contribute to Effective Fundraising

This research found that a variety of external factors affect fundraising results. Although RQ3 focused on factors affecting leadership, IQ 5 and IQ 6 generated emergent themes related to factors affecting fundraising performance. Given that all eight subjects are CAOs, perhaps this group equates effective leadership with fundraising success. All subjects agree that the overall willingness of donors to give affects fundraising performance, and four subjects mention that the level of awareness of philanthropy affects fundraising performance. Subject 2’s response best demonstrates this emergent theme:

IQ6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Subject 5: Legislative changes, state funding, if we get more state funding and we’re doing well, then people don’t think that we need money. If we get less state funding, people say, why doesn’t the state support you, you’re a state institution so you should have money.

This theme is somewhat supported in the literature. McAlexander et al. (2014) found that higher alumni affinity is a stronger indicator of a donor making a financial gift than prior giving history or donor wealth. As Brennan (2011) found, public university CAOs value financial gifts
made by alumni more than alumni volunteer participation. Advancement departments rely on philanthropic support to meet the needs of the university. CAOs are expected to continually increase the level of philanthropic support, especially from alumni and other large external benefactors. Therefore, effective CAOs ensure that the university and its leadership broadly communicate both philanthropic needs and impacts.

Perceptions of the university and its leadership also affects fundraising performance. Six of eight subjects mention that the reputation of a university affect the willingness of donors to give. Subject 7’s response best conveys this emergent theme:

IQ5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?
Subject 7: Primarily, the biggest internal factor is presidential leadership. What is the perception of the president internally and externally? That has a major impact on what is happening. I think campus culture, how are we perceived publicly? Do we feel like, does the public perceive us as moving in the right direction, as being a valuable part of the community, you know, externally. How are we perceived? University leadership and, I think, down to the next level, our Vice President for Academic Affairs, our deans, they all have to be strong leaders and people have to be willing to invest in them. So I think those are kind of the three big ones.

This theme is supported in the literature on CAO actions and roles. Satterwhite & Cedja (2011) identify executive leadership activities which contribute to perceptions of a university and its leaders, including internal and external stakeholder management. Walker (2012) and Murray (2008) found that fundraising partnerships between CAOs and university presidents lead to greater fundraising performance. CAOs can increase fundraising performance by building visible fundraising partnerships with university leaders and working to increase the reputation of the university. Therefore, the researcher concludes that effective CAOs improve fundraising performance by increasing both donor awareness of philanthropic institutional priorities and donor confidence in the institution’s leadership ability.
Effective Management is Linked to Strategic Leadership

This research found that effective departmental management contributes to effective strategic leadership. Six of eight subjects indicated that as leaders, CAOs must be able to manage the department’s limited resources, including staff time, staff ability, and the overall budget. Subject 1’s response best demonstrates this emergent theme:

IQ8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

Subject 1: I think you have to intentionally schedule time in your calendar to provide that strategic leadership reflection time. The other thing I would say too, is and I guess this speaks to the same point, is try not to take on daily, try not to take on activities that require you to manage a project. I know that sounds like you’re not doing work, but in the end, that’s what managers are for, that’s what directors are for, that’s what your staff is for, to manage the project. I think it’s important for the leader to remain separate from that. If you take on too many projects, you get bogged down in the management of them, the daily activity of, the tasks of them. You’re not leading, all you’re doing is managing. I think it’s important for the leader to, not that you totally don’t take on any projects, but that you limit the number of actual projects you have, in order for you to sit back, see the whole picture, make sure the whole organization is working appropriately.

This theme is somewhat supported in literature on CAO leadership roles and responsibilities. Walker (2012) suggests that successful CAOs build productive teams and are good managers. Satterwhite & Cedja (2005) found that effective advancement operations and campaign success cannot be achieved without sufficient levels of human and financial resources. Additionally, this theme is present in Boal & Hooijberg’s (2001) list of strategic leadership activities, including developing key competencies and capabilities, and managing multiple constituencies. This research study does not imply that strategic leaders must be managers, only that effective management is necessary for effective strategic leadership. Where subjects fulfill roles as both managers and leaders, a compromise appears between effective management and effective leadership. Therefore, the researcher concludes that effective departmental management is a prerequisite of effective strategic advancement leadership.
Leadership Capacity and Competence

Effective CAOs demonstrate high levels of leadership capacity, the level of ability that exists at the present, as well as competence in higher education advancement. The role of CAO brings many challenges, both internally within the departmental and university demands, and externally with donor and public engagement. Six of eight subjects mention challenges related to leadership capacity in the role of CAO. Five subjects mention the command of advancement skills and This theme of leadership capacity and competence is best demonstrated by Subject 4’s response:

IQ7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?

Subject 4: I think an impact on my leadership, on my division, for the past couple of years I’ve been Interim Vice President. The interim part impacts the effectiveness of my leadership. I’d like to think it doesn’t, but it does. Right now we’re talking about what the next step is because I’m only interim for another month, but we don’t, we aren’t searching for anybody. So likely I’m going to continue. How do I continue? That’s been an influencer of my effectiveness, not necessarily to our donors, but within the university. So I have our foundation board members very supportive of me, so is the president, so are people on campus, but just being short term is a limiting factor to my ability to lead the division. It’s not stopped me from doing anything, because I have done a lot – added staff, gone from Banner to Raisers Edge database that we’re just finishing up right now, so you can overcome those limitations by continuing to work hard, but it hasn’t made it any easier.

The theme of leadership capacity is apparent in relevant CAO literature. Walker (2012) identified a lack of leadership at the CAO and presidential level as a barrier to fundraising success. Sturgis (2006) found that leadership in the advancement department is important for fundraising success. Strategic Leadership Theory literature is clear that an individual’s skills, leadership style, cognitive ability, and personal experiences are important components of leadership capability (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Cannella & Monroe, 1997; Finkelstein & Hambrick 1996). In this leadership role, CAOs are involved in team building, goal setting, communication, and organizational decision making. Advancement leaders must be capable of
leading a team to success, both internally as the leader of the fundraising team and externally as a member of the institutional leadership team. Additionally, an effective CAO possesses a command of advancement operational knowledge, prerequisite fundraising experience, and leadership ability commensurate with the role. Therefore, the researcher concludes that effective CAOs demonstrate a high level of leadership capacity and competence in the advancement field.

**Conclusions and Leadership Implications**

Given the fundraising responsibility of university advancement leaders, there is a need to research the leadership strategies which lead to successful fundraising. The purpose of this study is to determine effective leadership strategies for CAOs at four-year, public universities. Answers to the research questions suggest effective leadership and management strategies for advancement leaders. Based on the results of this study, the researcher draws the following conclusions.

Effective CAOs ensure organizational fundraising goals are met by communicating clear expectations and assessing both progress and performance. This conclusion answers RQ 1 by providing an effective leadership strategy for CAOs and managers of fundraising teams. Teams need fundraising and other performance goals, and these expectations need to be clearly communicated by the leader to all members. Feedback and mutual understanding are important aspects of communication, and team leaders facilitate this process by regularly reviewing progress toward team goals and expectations. Finally, the overall effectiveness of the team, its members, and its leadership should be measured through performance metrics and evaluations. Advancement leaders should use the combination of these three steps to maximize the effectiveness and performance of fundraising staff.
Effective CAOs use influence and authority to ensure that fundraising activities contribute to institutional success. This conclusion answers RQ 2 by providing two key strategies for fundraising leaders in a position of power within an organization. First, leaders elevate core fundraising competencies throughout the organization by influencing its leadership. This should be done either through formal processes such as long-term and strategic planning, or through informal channels such as close working relationships with the university administration and other leaders of similar rank. Second, leaders should use authority to ensure that departmental success contributes to organizational success. The department’s goals are made in tandem with those of the university, and a leader should ensure that these aligned goals are achieved through teamwork. Advancement leaders should use the powers of influence and authority to maximize the effectiveness of the team and its leadership.

Effective CAOs improve fundraising performance by increasing donor awareness of philanthropic priorities and by increasing donor confidence in institutional leadership. This conclusion answers RQ 3 and offers several suggestions for CAOs and fundraising professionals. All fundraisers are responsible for increasing the overall willingness of all levels of donors to give. In addition to helping establish institutional philanthropic priorities, advancement leaders should ensure that all branches of the advancement department aid in increasing awareness of these priorities and needs. Finally, advancement leaders should work to increase internal and external perceptions of the university and its leadership. To improve fundraising performance, effective advancement leaders need to increase to overall willingness of donors to give.

Effective CAOs demonstrate a high level of leadership capacity and are competent advancement professionals. This conclusion provides an answer to RQ 4. Leaders need both managerial wisdom and a broad base of knowledge and experience in the field. Leaders are
responsible for team building, training, motivation, and, ultimately, for performance. The work of institutional advancement is a team effort, and the team must be able to efficiently work together toward common goals under the leader’s direction. Leadership capacity is necessary for directing the fundraising team to success, and competence is necessary for educating and coaching team members with the required knowledge and skills. Effective advancement leaders need both a command of advancement skills and the leadership capacity required for ensuring the fundraising team’s high performance.

Finally, effective management is a prerequisite for effective strategic leadership. This conclusion provides an additional answer to RQ 4. Advancement leaders should be able to understand the separate roles required for departmental leadership and institutional leadership. This research did not find that skilled strategic leaders must be skilled personnel managers. Instead, it indicates that effective management must be in place for effective strategic leadership to occur. Advancement leaders need the appropriate level of managerial wisdom to determine when effective management is required, and when effective strategic leadership is called for. Strategic leadership will not occur where effective management is absent, for the leader will spend too much time in a management role to provide effective strategic leadership. Effective advancement leaders need to be skilled in both and possess the managerial wisdom to determine when each role is needed.

**Recommendations for Further Research**

This study explored CAO leadership roles, actions, and decisions through the theoretical framework of Strategic Leadership Theory. Interview responses, emergent themes, and conclusions indicate connections between CAOs and institutional outcomes. While these
findings are predicted by Strategic Leadership Theory, the theory is unable to fully explain these connections.

Boal & Hooijberg (2001) theorize that leadership processes result from combinations of personality characteristics, leadership styles, and organizational characteristics. The authors suggest that effective strategic leadership increases the capacity to learn, the capacity to change, and the depth of managerial wisdom present throughout the overall organization. While these capacities are apparent in this study’s interview responses and findings, more thorough research is needed to fully explore the connections between these organizational capacities and organizational outcomes. Additional strategic leadership research on CAOs could include in depth case studies of CAOs featuring various surveys of leadership styles, cognitive assessments, and behavioral and personality analyses. The findings of future research could be compared to the predictions of Boal & Hooijberg’s (2001) model and better explain the linkages between strategic leadership and organizational success.

Summary

University advancement’s role in institutional success will continue to grow as public funding for higher education decreases. Little is known about the leadership factors which lead to fundraising success at public universities. This qualitative research study focuses on the role of strategic leadership within fundraising departments. Eight Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) of similar universities are interviewed about CAO roles, actions, and decisions. This study’s findings provide effective strategies for CAOs and indicate connections between CAO effectiveness and institutional success.
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Greetings.

My name is Matthew Ohs and I am a graduate student at Winona State University in Minnesota. I am conducting a research study about strategic leadership within advancement departments at public universities.

Would you be willing to participate for the purpose of gathering data in this study? Your participation will be limited to a phone interview of approximately 15-30 minutes. Participation is completely voluntary. Your name, university, and responses will be kept anonymous throughout this study.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at matthew.ohs@go.winona.edu

Thank you for your time.

Matthew K. Ohs
Leadership Education Graduate Student
Winona State University
APPENDIX B

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

Consent Form: Advancing Higher Education: Strategic Leadership for Chief Advancement Officers

What is this research study about?

You are invited to participate in a research study designed to research connections between the individual and organizational components of strategic leadership. The researcher hopes to learn about the management and leadership strategies used by Chief Advancement Officers (CAOs) at four-year, publicly funded universities.

What activities will this study involve?

If you decide to participate, you will be asked to share your perspectives on this subject with the researcher through a phone interview. The researcher will collect additional data from annual reports made public by each subject university. Interviews will be limited to a single phone or Zoom call lasting roughly 30 minutes, depending on the length of interviewee responses.

How much time will this take?

The study will begin in February 2020 and end in June 2020. I estimate participating in the study will require a half hour of your time.

What will be done with the data collected during this study?

The information you give will be coded as responses made by Subject 1, 2, etc. University names will be coded as University 1, 2, etc. No subject names, university names, or other identifiable information will be made public. All information collected will be stored on a secured personal server at the research institution. Hard copy research data and materials will be stored in a private office with keyed access. Only the primary researcher will have access to collected data during the research process.

When the study is completed, all research notes, interview transcriptions, data files, and other research materials will be deleted from the server. All hard copy research materials will be shredded at the completion of the study.

Are there any risks for participating?

There are no risks associated with this study.

Are there any benefits for participating?

The benefits reasonably expected from this study are contributing to research literature related to strategic leadership within higher education advancement. A copy of the final study will be offered to all participants.
**What are my rights as a participant?**

Participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw at any time. You may decide not to participate or to discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits. A decision not to participate or withdraw will not affect your current or future relationship with Winona State University.

**Who can I contact if I have questions or concerns about this study?**

The main researcher conducting this study is Matthew K. Ohs, a graduate student at Winona State University. The faculty advisor for this study is Theresa Waterbury, PhD, 507-457-5607, twaterbury@winona.edu. You may ask any questions you have about the study and your participation now or later during the study.

**Who can I contact if I have questions about my rights as a participant?**

If you have questions or concerns about your participation in the study, contact the Human Protections Administrator Brett Ayers at 507-457-5519 or bayers@winona.edu. This project has been reviewed by the Winona State University Institutional Review Board for the protection of human subjects.

You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.

**Agreement to Participate**

Participation in this study is voluntary. You may withdraw at any time. Your signature indicates that the study has been explained, you have had an opportunity to ask questions, and you have decided to participate.

Your signature: ____________________________ Date_______

Your name (printed): ____________________________

Signature of person obtaining consent: ____________________________ Date_______

Name of person obtaining consent (printed): Matthew K. Ohs
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RESEARCH STUDY INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Thank you for participating in this study regarding strategic leadership and Chief Advancement Officers at 4 year, publicly funded universities. My name is Matthew Ohs, and I am a Leadership Education graduate student at Winona State University in Winona, Minnesota.

This study will consist of a series of questions in an interview style. When considering your answers, please focus on your fundraising staff, as this is the emphasis of my study. Our conversation will be recorded for the purpose of transcription to efficiently code responses. Your voluntary participation is confidential, and no names, universities or other identifiable information will be made public. At the conclusion of this study, you will receive a digital copy of my findings.

You should have received a consent form for your participation in this study. Were you able to review the consent form prior to our interview? [Pause]

Do you have any questions regarding information presented on the consent form? [Pause]

If there are no (other) questions, I will begin with the first question of my research study.

Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole? [Pause]

Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the professional fundraising staff in your department? [Pause]

Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals? [Pause]

Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals? [Pause]

Question 5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance? [Pause]

Question 6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance? [Pause]

Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership? [Pause]

Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership? [Pause]

Thank you so much for your candid responses to these questions. Are there any clarifications or further comments you would like to provide? [Pause]
This concludes our interview. Thank you again for your responses and for your involvement and participation in my study.
APPENDIX D

SUBJECT 1 INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT

Interview #1 on February 27, 2020

Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

To me the metrics are there and the fundraising staff are basically either a development officer or their assistant. I don’t include in that gift processing or anything like that, so I would say the metrics are the same for all fundraisers, because again I want to make sure the whole group is looked at as a team. The assistants help the development officers get appointments, make calls, bring in gifts, process those gifts appropriately, and then steward them, so I wouldn’t have any separate metrics for the staff in general.

Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

Well I think that largely it’s for them making their plans for the year. If they say, I’m going to raise an x amount of dollars, I want at least a plan about how they’re going to do that. Who are they going to see, the donors they plan to solicit for this goal for the year, and not just say, well hey here’s my goal and I’m going to talk to the people I know. A clear plan about who they’re going after, what are they going after them for, meaning I’m going to pursue this particular donor for the athletic campaign, and the amount of money they would like to see. So that plan is written out and at the end of the year we can go back and assess that plan and say hey, yeah I met with this donor, for athletics, and we got that amount of money, or I went for this donor and we thought we were going to go for this particular campaign or project, and they said no, I want to do this and that changed, or it didn’t happen. Well why, and what are the reasons for that? It’s not a document to punish the development officer. It’s a document to help them think about what went right, what went wrong, what else can we do to improve for the planning process in the next year.

Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

I was probably in a little different position, mainly because I was entrusted by the president to oversee the strategic planning process for the university. Not every chief advancement officer has that opportunity, so I probably was in a somewhat unique position. I think that the one way, I’m going to try to answer as if I didn’t have that role, as the advancement officer the one way they affect the goals of the institution is by making sure the institution is actually thinking about those university-level goals. Mainly because in the end, the advancement office raises money based off the goals of the institution. Well if the institution isn’t having annual goals or strategic goals, then what do you raise money for? I never wanted it to be that the advancement office was coming up with, oh well we’ll go raise money for this or that. It shouldn’t be like that. The university should come up with what its goals are, and once its determined goals, then the advancement office should say, well how can we raise money for these particular goals? So the advancement officer should always make sure that both strategic and operational planning are occurring at the institutional level. I think that’s the important part for any chief advancement
officer, to make sure the process is happening. Whether that person does it or not, I just had the opportunity where I was the one doing it. It was a lot easier for us to know what the institutional goals were because I got to make sure that happened. But I do think the advancement officer has to push the president to say, are we setting strategic goals, are we setting operational goals, so that the advancement office has things to raise money for.

**Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?**

I guess my leadership approach is, firstly, is pretty much operational planning. We’re going to look at what the institutional goals are, and based off of those goals, we’re going to determine departmental goals. For me it was development, alumni, and marketing communications. Development will say what are the goals of the institution, how do we fit in, clearly we’ll be raising money for that particular area, alumni looks at it saying we’ll mobilize our alumni base, that’s how alumni will fit in. Finally marketing communication looking at it for their goals. I’ve found that over time I had to bifurcate development and alumni into one planning process, and marketing communications into another planning processing. Largely because if you did them together, I found that development and alumni began to see marketing communications as theirs, and not as the institution’s. But marketing communications is the institution’s, not just particularly for development and alumni. Alumni and development are really departments within the institutional makeup that marketing communications has to take care of. But again, I think that leadership strategy is always planning at the strategic level, at the operational level, and also agile planning, which is basically the idea that you look at your plans and make changes weekly, monthly, to respond to situations that come up that tend to thwart your planning.

**Question 5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?**

First off, I would have to say internal constraints on budget and the ability to not have staff necessary to implement the fundraising program. Secondly, I would say internal constraints such as other activities that the university required advancement or development to do that weren’t necessarily fundraising-related. So those internal expectations. I would say that’s about it. Budget constraints and other internal expectations that needed to be accomplished that weren’t necessarily fundraising.

**Question 6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?**

Making sure we had the correct fundraising projects which were speaking to the values and passions of our donors. The current economic environment. And, historically, the willingness of donors to give. Also perceptions of the university and even sometimes external perceptions of officials at the university.

**Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?**

Probably I would say that, day to day mundane operational issues that have a tendency to take up time and not allow a leader to sit back and see the whole picture. You can get into an activity or an event, or expectation of task, whatever it may be, and become so busy with that. I mean
meetings and meetings. You get bogged down in those things and you don’t step back and look at the large picture. It’s very important for a leader to sit back and look at the large picture: how are things moving, how is the entire operation occurring, are things in every area where they need to be, and sometimes when you get bogged down in the daily activities and requirements, it has a tendency to limit that.

**Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?**

I think you have to schedule time and I mean on the calendar, block out time, where you have nothing else to do for several hours. So you can sit back, think, reflect, you know, make plans or whatever it may be, and close the door so there’s no interruptions. I think you have to intentionally schedule time in your calendar to provide that strategic leadership reflection time. The other thing I would say too, is and I guess this speaks to the same point, is try not to take on daily, try not to take on activities that require you to manage a project. I know that sounds like you’re not doing work, but in the end, that’s what managers are for, that’s what directors are for, that’s what your staff is for, to manage the project. I think it’s important for the leader to remain separate from that. If you take on too many projects, you get bogged down in the management of them, the daily activity of, the tasks of them. You’re not leading, all you’re doing is managing. I think it’s important for the leader to, not that you totally don’t take on any projects, but that you limit the number of actual projects you have, in order for you to sit back, see the whole picture, make sure the whole organization is working appropriately.
APPENDIX E

SUBJECT 2 INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT

Interview #3 on May 22, 2020

Researcher’s Note: Subject 2’s responses were not captured via video recording software during the interview. All responses were added immediately after the interview concluded based on the researcher’s recollections of key phrases, points, and ideas shared during the interview.

Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

Metrics for team and staff. From Gift officers, to annual giving. Board help sets overall goals and sees results, but not at individual level. Monthly reports on progress toward metrics. Metrics for leadership as well.

Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the professional fundraising staff in your department?

Lead by example. Been at University for 9 years. VP for 1 year. 90 visits in first 90 days, ambitious goal and held self accountable. Vulnerable about progress to group. 86 visits achieved. Lead by example. Monitor group progress and be a part of it.

Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

Sits at senior leadership table. Money must flow towards university priorities, which must be regularly set. Currently in a campaign. Priorities made clear and shared at every level.

Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?

[Subject 4’s answer was not captured during data collection]

Question 5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Prioritize fundraising for impact. Not good enough to raise money that won’t be used and just sit in an account. Share that impact through donor outreach, services, and stewardship. Show impact to donors through internal actions

Question 6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Perception among older alumni that institution is entirely state funded. No need for philanthropy. This class of donor attended when this was true – cheap and no debt. Big change maybe 15 years ago. Saying it over and over doesn’t change that perception among that age
group. Promote philanthropy too much to the wrong group and state won’t provide additional funding.

**Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?**

Resources, time, human. Never enough at current institution. Resources were more accessible earlier in career at Private University where her career started.

**Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?**

Unable to fully answer in current capacity as VP for 1 year. Current president and past president are both strategically-minded and able to fundraise. Leadership is most important when it comes to fundraising – your leader must be good at this, too.
APPENDIX F

SUBJECT 3 INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT

Interview #5 on May 27, 2020

Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

We have a fiscal year that runs July 1 to June 30 and we set annual goals for performance. We base that on visits, new on new donor prospects that are brought into the pool, on the number of proposals that they will put out in that year, the number of total personal visits made, and we do not base it on a dollar goal, but we have a cumulative goal that the team reaches for. Those metrics are reviewed quarterly.

Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

I have kind of a servant leader management strategy and I utilize kind of a coaching style to help them get motivated and get excited. I also try to be a role model. I do my own fundraising as well and so I try to show them what success looks like and what I expect of them through my own behaviors and work with donors. I think excellent communication is very important. I have daily communication with all of them and weekly meetings.

Right now this is crazy, so I’m trying to answer your questions on like a normal basis. Communication, the amount and the quality of communication has become even more important in the current situation, but regular communication is very important.

Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

I am a direct report to the President and that’s a big help. We work through our strategic plan and let that guide our process. We put students first, we promise that and we try to deliver on it. All of the work that we do helps benefit them first. However, we are also donor-centered. We try to the exact perfect donor to match the exact need on campus and drive projects that way.

Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?

Major gift officers are constituent-based and have focuses across the campus in various ways. We try to always keep in the forefront that what we do has to impact them in a positive way and fit in with their goals and mission. Sometimes we have donors who have ideas that don’t necessarily fit in with the current goals of that area. We try to use negotiation as a means to emphasize the potential impact, especially if donors can align with the needs of the university and the university has to give a little bit in some ways to help align with the donor’s goals of philanthropy. I think we use negotiation a lot to ensure we’re fulfilling goals and setting goals from the top down and prioritizing in each constituent area to try to impact the students as much as possible.
Question 5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Three years ago, we had a major leadership challenge. We had a president that did not have a strong positive reputation, who was not visionary or goals focused. We had a vice president over our area that was equally challenging. That was a tremendous driver of negative force on our team. When you have donors who don’t want to meet with university leadership, that’s a problem. That was a big challenge. I say all of that to say we have a new leadership in place, a new president, new structure, new organizational structure in that there is not a vice president in the office, we are just a direct report to the president’s office. That has created a strong level of trust. This president really cares about our institution, is a graduate of our institution, that has had a tremendous positive impact on our team and our fundraisers specifically. It helps most of them want to get the work done, to meet goals, to work with the president to set goals. I think that has had a really great impact internally on our team.

Question 6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

I’m supposed to ignore that we are having a world-wide health pandemic, or do you want me to say that? Right now it is a world-wide pandemic that is having a tremendous impact on what we’re doing. We’ve almost stopped major gift fundraising, we have pivoted on our goals and strategies, we are again student focused so that the central mission continues to ring true. We’re just pivoting on what we normally do to meet these new needs of our students.

We’re a small regional university in a very rural area. Our students are financially, their families are financially impacted by what we’re doing. Over 45% of our student body are First-Generation college students, and so their families are falling into the demographics experiencing unemployment issues. We need to be able to meet those financial needs and the CARES Act is helping a little, but not necessarily institutionally. We’re changing the way we tell our story to our donors. That’s how external factors can impact what you’re doing. It’s how you tell your story and change it to what’s relevant for the external factors impacting what you’re doing right now.

Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?

I think that budget situations limit the impact of my leadership because I have to… You can’t necessarily make the best decisions for your team if you don’t have the dollars you need to follow through on that. I think a limiting budget is a big factor that impacts my leadership.

I think these crazy external factors that we have right now, because we are a people business, we are a relationship business. The force of this pandemic has changed how we do business in a very short amount of time. We’re trying to find our way through. I’ve been doing this for almost 25 years now, and when you have such a great change in such a short time, everything you thought you knew about how to lead a fundraising team has been put into question. You really are just forced to do everything different and find a new way. In some ways that’s really great, and in some ways that’s limiting until you can figure out what the best path forward is.
Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

Tough question. I’ll go back to that situation I was in when we did not have really great leadership. I think that you have to be even more of a strong leader of your team when you have poor leadership above you. I think that you have to manage up and manage down in a very different way when you have poor leadership in place. I think that it always comes back to the donor and it always comes back to the impact. You have to take everything else out of the equation. You remind your team that you work with donors to impact students. As long as you can keep the “why” on the table all of the time, despite everything else going on internal and external, that’s how you have the greatest impact.
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Interview #4 on May 26, 2020

**Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?**

That’s an interesting question considering we’re going through extensive process of review for that. So I can tell you where we’ve been and kind of where we’re going. I’ve been at [State University] for over 18 years in different capacities. I’ve been vice president, interim vice president for the past 2. We have our, as with most places I suppose, the size of our development staff has changed. We were in a campaign up to five years ago and had a larger staff. It’s gone down a little through budget cuts, but now we’re trying to increase that. We have never used metrics, fundraising dollar metrics, before. We’ve always used number of visits, number of proposals presented, number of new qualified prospects, but now we’re looking at added the performance metrics of actual dollars raised.

How we define that is kind of a work in progress. We’ve been working with a consultant over the past few months to help do that. From what I understand, the general industry standard varies, but they’re suggesting five times base salary for the dollar amount raised per year, at least after the first year or two that a person is on staff. Up until now, we’ve felt that the proposal and visit metrics have worked fairly well because we’ve been a little limited in our technology, but we’ve also been adding some new technology and changing our database and are adding a CRM this year, so we can be a little more focused on adding that monetary metric.

Another problem is we’ve been a little lenient, I would say, on those non-fundraising duties that fundraisers sometimes get caught doing, like alumni engagement events and those events that you can spend three weeks on that generate $5,000 when you could be spending three weeks on actual visits that would generate ten times that. We’re changing expectations as well. So goals are shifting right now, and as I’ve told fundraisers. One of the biggest reason for goals is to help other people that we work with understand what we’re supposed to be doing, as opposed to just knowing ourselves what we’re supposed to be doing. So that the deans we work with, the other vice presidents we work with, respect the fact that we need to be doing major gift work.

**Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?**

I was the Director of Planned Giving before I became Vice President, so I worked for 16 years with many of the same people on my staff as a fellow fundraiser and what’s now the interim position of Vice President. I think absolute transparency is one of the things I’ve focused on in the last 2 years. Being transparent in what my expectations are, but not only what expectations I have, but why I have them. I’m very clear with our fundraising staff what my conversations have been with the president, with other Vice Presidents, with the deans, so that nobody’s caught off guard by what I’m asking and also so nobody thinks this is just something in my head that I’m coming up with. If it’s something in my head that I’m making up, then I’ll tell them that and why I think it’s a good idea. For the most part I try to be very transparent and very supportive. I
think it’s a benefit that I’ve been in their position so that they know I know I understand the positives and negatives of what I’m asking them to do.

It seems that one of the other things we’ve added recently is another layer of fundraisers. Up until this point we’ve kind of had a very flat organizational structure. One of the things we’ve done in the last 6-8 months is to add Associate Directors of Development under our current experienced major gift officers. That adds another aspect to me helping them be supervisors for other people. I think that addition of that is kind of succession planning in a sense. All of our fundraisers, our major gift officers, have all been here 12-15 years, so we have great longevity in this area, but now we’ve added new staff. So to add that staff under the current staff has been very helpful in allowing them to be leaders as well. It’s an effort on my part to help them lead the next group of fundraisers into their positions.

**Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?**

In the campaign that we had, it was a 5 year campaign from 2010 to 2015, it was pretty clear when we set that campaign in motion that we were all kind of on the same page, we were focused on scholarships. After the campaign was over, it’s been a little more difficult. Because what we’ve tried to establish are strategic development initiatives. Working with each dean, working with other non-academic departments like career services, student success, and those areas, student affairs, we tried to establish strategic development initiatives for each of those areas we would help support.

That’s been kind of difficult because they are also in the middle of, we’ve had some budget cuts a couple of years ago in [State], I’m sure you’ve had them where you are too, and we have more because of COVID, of that it’s been very difficult to pin down some of these other departments on what they want to do. So we are in the process right now of creating, of really buckling down and working with them more on these strategic development initiatives as we look toward going into another campaign. And being realistic, not that we don’t want them to dream big, but we have to be realistic in the context of what they’re currently doing. And I will say that one of the things, I mentioned I have been working with consultants lately, one of the things they did say is that there’s a lack of a culture of philanthropy. And initially I kind of disagreed with that, but then the more I thought about it, it’s actually true. Because we have been, I will admit, we as an advancement office have been a little more too tangential I the work of the university and not integral in the work of the university. I don’t know if that’s the case in other places, you’ll find out in your research, but I’m working very hard to make us more integral by working with developing those strategic initiatives.

**Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?**

I think it’s going to become, I think at certain times it’s not as critical. At certain times we’re not, our goals are not, we kind of just run parallel to the university’s goals. I think what’s going to happen, especially with COVID and the budget issues, and the economic impact issues of it, the budget issues of it, it’s going to shift so that we are paid attention to more. I think we have to be more proactive to do that. We have to be more proactive in the sense of what are our donors
wanting? We’ve tried to do a couple of surveys in the past year. What are our donors wanting to support, what are the donors really looking for, how are they feeling about the university? Are they going to give that support to the university, and what aspects of the university are they going to support? I can give you one example of scholarships. One of the things we get a lot of pressure from the university on is we want you to raise a lot of money on general unrestricted scholarships. Well, I can’t do that, really, some people will do that, sure, but I can legitimately say based on our surveys, “No, donors want to be able to say their scholarships go to sports management, or business, or somebody from [City], or something like that.” So I think that drives what the university does a little bit by virtue of the fact that we can’t raise money for some of the things they think would be ideal. We try to be clear about that and they can push us to the point that they want, but it’s not going to help if we can’t find the donors to support what they want to do.

**Question 5:** What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Budget. Considering in the next two days I have to figure out how to cut our budget. That’s, I hear a lot of the universities continue to hire fundraisers, despite the budget issues. We aren’t that fortunate, maybe it’s because we’re a public university that doesn’t have as much, well we have a 40 year track record and we’ve done pretty well, but it’s still not the business concept that there could be a return on investment on a new person raising money. I think that’s an education process we have to do better on in our division, to say some of those goals I talked about earlier may impact that, but to say that if we hire this other person and we don’t cut the budget, we are going to be a revenue generator for the university, that’s something we have to do. So budget is a factor that limits us to some extent, also the focus other parts of the university that are not necessary on working with our donors. Sometimes we have donors who would like to give to something we do have, but we have to find that key faculty member to partner with the donor to generate that good relationship. So sometimes it’s those partnerships across campus that are limiting as well.

**Question 6:** What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Well COVID is going to, COVID has. The economy, the local, national, you know, economy in general affects it. I think also, I was going to say other, other, other nonprofits in the area can affect it, but I don’t know that that’s necessary true. I’ve had some people say, well because the humane society is doing their capital campaign, the local k-12 school is doing their campaign, or most recently on campus our catholic campus ministries did a capital campaign. A lot of people were saying well we can’t raise money, that impacts the pocketbooks of people who would give money to us. And that can be the case sometimes, but I don’t think it’s a huge factor that influences our success or failure because people give to multiple charities that they care about. So it may affect us on a short term basis, but not on a long term basis. The more people are talking about philanthropy, planned giving, see my background’s in planned giving so I’ll say that, charitable support, I think all boats rise with the tide. I like to think that most of the time. I think that’s one thing that can be a short-term influencer is other things going on in the community, but not a long-term impact.
Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?

Funny you should ask that. I think an impact on my leadership, on my division, for the past couple of years I’ve been Interim Vice President. The interim part impacts the effectiveness of my leadership. I’d like to think it doesn’t, but it does. Right now we’re talking about what the next step is because I’m only interim for another month, but we don’t, we aren’t searching for anybody. So likely I’m going to continue. How do I continue? That’s been an influencer of my effectiveness, not necessarily to our donors, but within the university. So I have our foundation board members very supportive of me, so is the president, so are people on campus, but just being short term is a limiting factor to my ability to lead the division. It’s not stopped me from doing anything, because I have done a lot – added staff, gone from Banner to Raisers Edge database that we’re just finishing up right now, so you can overcome those limitations by continuing to work hard, but it hasn’t made it any easier.

Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

That’s also a good question. Hard work. Hard work, I mean what I’ve tried to do over the past 2 years is build a team, and the team is doing well. Continuing to focus on the people that work with me and for me has been, has allowed us to continue to move forward in our efforts, even though we’re not quite as strategic as we should be as a university. So hard work, transparency, communication, in all respects is an important factor in overcoming those limitations.
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Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

We have a metric system we use, and we base all of our frontline fundraisers are measured on face to face visits, amount of dollars they bring in, and we track that through our software and our database. And we are given an annual goal by our board based on our three-year rolling average of gifts we’ve brought in previously. They tack on another 10-20% based on what our current levels of giving are.

Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

We basically meet very frequently and we have a very open door policy. We go over our portfolios on about a quarterly basis to evaluate visits and who needs to be visited, and future actions that need to be taken with various constituents. We keep a close look on any outstanding asks or anyone who hasn’t been reached out to, to make sure that we’re touching base. So I keep a good handle as far as taking a look at all of our metrics, and where our frontline fundraisers are spending their time and reaching out, particularly right now, calling everyone in their portfolios, making sure they’ve touched base with them, check in with them and so forth. From a leadership standpoint, it’s just making sure you know what your development officers are doing and checking the metrics to see how often they’re visiting with people, checking in with people, and then helping to guide them on different ways to engage donors.

Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

I think, one of the ways you do that as an advancement leader, is that you’re able to interface with constituents and find out what they are wanting to support. By coming back to the university and saying, here’s some areas that donors are very interested in, then we help to shape some of the academic programing at times, and also just where the university might focus some of its energy. The university gives us their goals and we seek funding for those as well. I think it’s a nice collaboration where we are able to go out and visit donors and find out what their interested are and bring that information back to the university.

I’ll give you a good example from when I was in a previous position. We had the oil and natural gas industry was very interested in a landman program. We were able to raise close to half a million dollars before we ever instituted the program, but we were able to get the support to hire adjuncts and others to develop the program based on industry interest. That program became one of the largest programs in the unit I was in just a year to a year in a half with over 120 students enrolled. Another example would be we had a donor here who was very interested in first generation students and wanted to develop a first-generation student center. We worked with the university to see how that might look and developed a proposal that the donor was interested in.
Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?

That one is difficult to answer because we are a separate 501(c)(3) from the university. We don’t have, I’m not working specifically for a particular unit, I’m working for the university overall, but in a separate 501(c)(3) that’s separate from the university. I’ve worked in departmental fundraising, and then I’ve also been here for a little over a year. It’s very different because we, the perspective I can offer is that working in a department, you were able to understand the needs and the goals, the challenges that they had and you were able to really build relationships with their individual donors. But working as a separate organization, apart from the university but linked, you’re working on behalf of the entire university, so you don’t have those one on one relationships with the department. It’s very different and it also makes the relationship more complex because you don’t have those intimate conversations as often as you do when you work directly for a dean.

Question 5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Again, I can’t talk about the department, but being a separate 501(c)(3), but working very closely with the university, things that have an impact are how well the president is doing, how the president is perceived by outside constituencies, whether or not the deans are considered good leaders, whether or not faculty are considered to be productive. Whether or not they have high enrollment in certain departments, and also support that the university is giving to various departments. For instance, we have some departments that they’re probably going to cut over the next year. That will have a huge impact on donor relations with the university overall, not just within those departments but with the overall university. I think those are some of the areas that are critical to success in fundraising.

Question 6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Externally…. Current events that create a need from especially granting agencies. For instance, currently the COVID-19, in a way, funding that would normally be program and project oriented and, especially granting agencies, private foundations are focused 100% on humanitarian efforts created by COVID-19. Sometimes that’s a hurricane in a certain area, or whatever that might be, those are some things that can have dramatic impact on your ability to get grants. Legislative changes, state funding, if we get more state funding and we’re doing well, then people don’t think that we need money. If we get less state funding, people say, why doesn’t the state support you, you’re a state institution so you should have money. I think those are three of the areas that have the most impact externally. Also just how people view us, if there’s any kind of issues internally that become external, issues with our alumni associations, and so forth, those all have an impact.

Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?

I think that communication has to be very robust, especially when you’re an outside organization. It’s difficult to lead if you don’t know where you’re going and try to get people to
follow in a direction that you’re not sure what that direction is. I think that when we have a lack of communication, I would say the same thing as having worked in a department in a university as well, communication is the key. If you don’t have a strong communication plan and strong communication with your dean, it’s hard to lead people. I’ll give an example. I worked with a dean once who’s priorities changed every week. It’s hard to tell people that one week you’re looking for scholarships and the next week you’re looking for programmatic funds for something that just popped up, and the next you’re looking for funding for a building because someone needs a building. You have to have strong communication and you have to have a strong idea of what the overall goals are. Those goals need to stay flexible, but they also need to stay pretty permanent, at least for awhile until you reach them and can move forward. Otherwise you can’t lead.

**Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?**

You use a shotgun approach. What ends up happening is you allow the donors to have more flexibility in what they support, because if the university doesn’t have a strong, or the department doesn’t have a strong set of goals, then if you get a donor who says, I want a first generation center, then you focus on the first generation center. It actually ends up giving donors more, a wider berth on how they can impact the university rather than me asking them to help with nursing or the athletic facilities. They’re basically saying this is what we’d like to support, how can you make that happen? It really gives more power to the donor.
Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

I have a system I call accountability matrix. And in this accountability matrix we have several things that we track, as far as touches, how many visits, how many proposals, how many closures, things of that nature. That is a good indication. Here, I know one thing, if you ask your people to do two things, you’re going to raise money. Make visits personally and ask for money. You do those two things, money will come in. Now that over, oversimplifies it, but that’s basically development in a nutshell. But then of course, how much do you ask for, when do you ask for it, what do you ask for, what projects, a lot goes into it. But for the most part, we track a couple matrices, 4 or 5 different things that tells how effective people are.

Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

I am one that, now I have a kind of young and inexperienced staff, so I’m more hands on than normal. However, my leadership style is very much an empowerment style. It is “you have a job to do, here’s the matrix, go do it.” As vice president at a small state university, they wear you out. They have to be independently responsible. But, I also know that a lot of these people are new so they have to be trained. What I do is I work through the training, let’s go back to the question, I want to be sure I answer it.

Researcher: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

Empowerment. Fundraisers, if you don’t trust them, get rid of them. Because fundraisers are meant to be on the road, they’re meant to be out. So when I hire them, and see that’s the other thing, if you have a matrix where you track the results, then they can’t flub on this. If they’re lying about it, I’ll know. It may take a year, but after a year if you’re not seeing dollars coming in, then you have a problem. So if you have this matrix then you can empower them to go do their job. So what we do is meet in a moves management meeting every two weeks. Sometimes I only see them every two weeks, that’s all I see of them. I don’t even have a desk for one of my people, she’s on the road hitting it, hitting it, hitting it. Even during COVID, she’s on the phone, she’s at home, or she’s travelling.

Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

You know, that’s a good question. So you’ve got to motivate your people. How do you motivate the people? To me, and you talked about my management style, one of them is yeah, I empower them, but I also build the team, so it’s teambuilding. If you build a team, what you do is say, “Ok team, we have a goal to raise $3 million this year. Or we are starting our campaign this year, our total goal is $50 million dollars, we need to raise so much this year.” And then you
build the team. You say, “ok, you all have specific things that you are supposed to reach. And by the way, in my accountability matrix, not one of them is how many dollars have you raised? I don’t even ask that question because I know I’ll get what I want if they do those things. So build the team and you got to encourage and you got to motivate. And you do that by, whenever somebody has a success, it’s everybody’s success. We celebrate that. When we have a failure, we have a failure, we put it behind us and we move on. We don’t dwell on those things.

**Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?**

Departmental strategies to my institution… Well, in my department, the advancement department, I have the print shop, I’ve got marketing communications, fundraising, and alumni relations. Well, I tell my team I’m in a perfect world. Because marketing communications, that affects people’s public view of [State University], so it they have a positive public view, they’re more likely to give. If alumni are engaged and getting information, they’re more likely to give. If we print good products and have a good design for a piece, we’ll get more people to give. So it all comes together. And the first thing I did is I said, “Guys, we’re very different office, but we’re really one team.”

**Question 5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?**

Well, leadership. I mean if the president is not prepared to make asks, if the president is not prepared to communicate with the public and to be involved in a campaign, you’re not going to be successful. So leadership is important. And then leadership in my part, my part is to hire the right people, set the right tone, and put the right goals into place. My job, I told the president, my job is to provide you the resources. So we’re going to bring the people to you, all you got to do is ask them for money. And we do all the background research, we do everything. In fact, we made two asks a week ago, we made two asks. One for $1 million, one for $500,000. He didn’t prepare that, we did all of the work, and then he and I sit down and we have a conversation and then we meet them.

**Question 6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?**

Locally, how does the public view your president? How does the public view your students? How does the public view the institution as a whole? So if you have a positive, people really think you’re a good education system if your students are well-behaved out in the community, if your students are doing a good job, that makes a difference. And they’re more likely, businesses, foundations, and individuals are more likely to give.

Outside of the local community, I think it is reputation. You know, I was up in [City] before I came here at a small school called [small Private University]. It was a private university, well, it was in the shade of [larger Private University]. [Larger Private University] has a reputation around the world. All you got to do is say [larger Private University] and they’re throwing money at you. That’s, that’s PR right there. They have amazing PR because people know it’s a
great school, it’s the best [religious] school in the country, I mean, they have all of these things. That’s what it can do for you externally.

**Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?**

Paperwork. Administration. I’m a fundraiser and I came from the private university world. Then I came here to meetings. I mean, I came here and they just suck the life out of you, they want you in a meeting. I have a one on one with the president twice a week. Not only do I meet, I’m sorry, I mean I meet him one on one once a week, but then I meet him as an executive committee once a week, then I meet him as a cabinet once a week. So now I have three standing meetings with the president. And the cabinet and the EC, those can go on, they’ve gone upwards of three hours, easy. That’s a waste of my freaking time. I need to talk to the president, I need to meet. I don’t need to sit in three-hour meetings three times a week. So that’s part of it.

And then, yes, we need paperwork. I’m a very flat, I’ve got twenty something people that work for me, and I have no middle managers. Ok? Me, and everybody else. Now I do that on purpose because I think you get more work done, because middle managers don’t work. They do paperwork. Well, that means somebody has got to do it. So I’ll have a secretary, or me, will have to do it. And that kind of ties me down a little bit. You know, you kind of weigh the options. Do I want more middle managers and less people out on the road, or do I want more people on the road and less middle managers? I’ve chosen the latter.

**Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?**

I work extra hours. I mean, a vice president for a regional-size university can’t work 40 hours a week. If you do, you’re not getting your job done. So you work extra hours. I can’t, to be honest, I can’t necessarily ask my people to do it at a state institution, it’s a little restrictive. However, my people do it because they know I only ask when it’s absolutely necessary, or if it’s an event or something like that. But for the most part, you just got to work more hours. It’s the only way to compensate for it, hard work.

Oh, and second to that is technology. I’ve been pretty, and I’m not the most technologically savvy fellow in the world, but I’ve been able to upgrade our technology to where we save quite a bit of time. We went to Raiser’s Edge, we had Banner for our student system. Banner is terrible for fundraising, terrible. I don’t know what you are using, but Banner is terrible fundraising software. So I came in and I invested money and bought Raiser’s Edge. It was about a $40,000, $45,000 investment. But now my fundraisers can get everything they need on a phone. Look up every record, they can type their reports, everything is on their phone. That was a huge savings for us.

**Thank you so much for your candid responses to these questions. Are there any clarifications or further comments you would like to provide?**

Fundraising, you either love it or you hate it. If you’re going to get into it, and you don’t love it, then get out of it. It will wear you down, but it’s something new every day. Every person that you deal with is different, every prospect requires a different strategy. It’s a lot of work, and if you don’t enjoy that work, it will feel like a drag. You’ve got to love it.
Researcher: As a matter of demographic question, how long have you been in your current position?

Subject 6: 2001, so 19 years. Oh, as Vice President, I’ve been Vice President here for 2 years, I’ve been a Vice President for 15 years.
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Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

So we use, there’s 2 ways we use to evaluate the staff as a whole. The first is goal achievement as it relates to university priorities, as established in our current comprehensive campaign. We have different fundraising and engagement goals within those plans that are in support of strategic initiatives across the university. That would be the primary means of evaluating effectiveness, and that’s pretty quantitative. So we can measure exactly how many dollars we’ve raised against a particular goal or initiative.

Then there’s a set of qualitative data that we track with our fundraising staff, and that really has to do with their relationships that they both identify and nurture over a given set period of time. So those would be the two, qualitative and quantitative, and then we get into different levels, but again the big one on the quantitative is the fundraising, just total dollars to goal, and the second one and the qualitative one, the types of relationships our fundraisers have.

Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

I think it’s helpful to understand our structure when you think about fundraising staff. I serve as Vice President of University Advancement. In my role, I’m 50/50 split between university marketing and communications, and the foundation. I do serve as Chief Development Officer for the university. I also have currently a Managing Director for Development. He’s really the person who’s in charge of setting the strategic, the strategy with the development officers, we have an additional 4 development officers who work with that person. So they in turn then set that strategic direction. They work with their Deans and Director of Athletics to identify again what those strategic priorities are. We don’t just kind of, we’re very slow to, if someone has an idea that comes up and they’re think we need to raise some money for that, we have a process we run that idea through to make sure they fit with our strategic priorities. We really evaluate those or make sure they fit with what we’re trying to do, they being the fundraising projects that they fit with within our strategic plan.

So leadership strategies, particularly number 1 is trying to motivate staff, I think it’s a difficult challenge. And finding the right people. So you have to find people who are self-motivated and you have to find motivation for them to help them invite people into the mission of the university. So part of it is framing what we do, part of it is finding the right people, and part of it is setting achievable goals so that our fundraising staff feel like their making progress. The process can be kind of starts and stops, and you don’t really control your timeline of your donors, they tend to make gifts when it’s the right time for them, not necessarily the right time for the institution. So I think keeping fundraisers motivated and finding the right people is absolutely critical.
**Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?**

Great question. I’m going to back up a bit. Your study is on public, four-year universities. Fundraising at these, private philanthropy, particularly at [State University] is in a relatively young phase. I had the good benefit of working at a private college where they have a much more developed sense of philanthropy on campus. That permeates through the entire culture, from students to faculty, staff, to alums, to parents, to community, everybody. Everybody understands part of that equation is individual philanthropic support, or corporate support, or whatever other source might be. In the public sphere, particularly public four-years, we’re relatively new to the process. What we’ve been trying to do at [State University] is to figure out how do we build a sense, of identify what’s already working well, for instance our faculty staff giving is near 50%, over 50% in the past couple of years, so they have a very strong sense of philanthropy on campus. Our alumni participation rate is usually between 6.4 and 6.6%. Part of the reason is, number 1, they don’t necessarily view [State University] as a place… [inaudible] relationship with the state. So, they really view it… [inaudible] well the state will handle it, the state will build the buildings, the state will keep tuition down, the state will do this, the state will do that. So then you have this paradox of state funding decreases, the percentage of state funding decreases, and our expenses increase. Really you have to fill that gap with philanthropy.

We’ve taken a very significant, part of my role is to, and this is where the concept of advancement comes through, the pairing of marketing and communications with the fundraising team. Most of the VPs of Advancement within [State University system] right now, most of us were fundraisers previous to joining our role. We didn’t come from marketing communications because they wanted influence to be heavily fundraising, and then use the marketing communications team to increase both institutional and external awareness about the net need of philanthropy, the value of philanthropy, and the impact of philanthropy. So it’s been intentional in the structure and what we’re trying to do, that’s giving you a bit of the global perspective.

What we’re trying to do on campus is really work with our leadership on campus to understand what private philanthropy and corporate support can mean to the institution, and many of our faculty staff understand that, and then freeing up time for our deans, and our leadership teams to actually engage in that. Engage in case building, engage in strategic planning, and then actually engaging with donors, that’s been a challenge. We’ve done a couple of things. We have in our institution, each college has a liaison who meets with the dean on a monthly basis, and that liaison is a member of our development team, it’s a Director of Development. We also have a liaison to Athletic department and to the Arts because we believe that most of the philanthropy that happens and most of our alums is at that departmental level, or within athletics to a team, or within the Arts to a program. So we try to keep it very grass roots in its nature. We have those liaisons, and we have a consultant come in and work with our deans and we’ve done some in-house workshops. We’ve also sent a number of our deans to advancement resource trainings. And then we try to, internally, really develop that sense of philanthropy. We’ve done a [State University] Give Day, which is an online day of giving that we host on campus, but we have a lot of interaction. Obviously COVID-19 has made that challenging. We’ve done that all internally.
Externally, we’ve done a lot with marketing communications, so highlighting the impact of gifts, highlighting why donors make their gifts, we’ve really co-opted the university’s channels and messaging so that it’s not really coming from the foundation any more, most of those stories’ origins are from the internal marketing communications team. They look like they’re coming from [state university], not the foundation. The foundation does have its own channels, but we really, we have better reach with university channels than the foundation’s or doing both. This is taking more of marketing communication’s time, we’re not viewed as kind of, “oh yeah, the foundation needs that,” we’re really viewed as partners, and that’s the whole concept of including marketing communications with the advancement team.

I know there’s a lot there, but it’s a big question at the same time.

I would add, too, that one of my accountabilities each year with the president, and one of the goals that’s on my performance review with our president, is “How have you increased the institutional capacity for philanthropy?” So we’re pretty strategic and tactical about what we’re doing to drive that each and every year.

**Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?**

We really require each department to, let me back it up. We work under, currently we work under a 7-year comprehensive campaign plan for the foundation. That campaign plan was established by the university leadership and foundation leadership. And underneath that we have a tactical plan. And those plans, then, we call it our work plan, those plans directly roll up to our goals. So each department is required to submit a work plan, they build it with their team, so each one of my departmental leaders, my managing director for development, my director of finance, director of foundation operations, chief marketing officer, all have a work plan that rolls up to meet those goals. So they start working in January and they have to be submitted by end of June. Then we as a leadership team roll those up and make sure, you know, did we do what we said we were going to do last year and accomplish what we did? Sometimes yes, sometimes no, usually yes. And then we adjust for the next year.

We do at least a quarterly retreat, a one-day quarterly retreat as a leadership team to, hey how are we doing on our work plan? Let’s do a quick status update. What do we need to adjust, what do we need to tweak? And then move out from there. It’s a pretty structured process, I would say, that has served us well.

**Question 5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?**

Internal factors…. Primarily, the biggest internal factor is presidential leadership. What is the perception of the president internally and externally? That has a major impact on what is happening. I think campus culture, how are we perceived publicly? Do we feel like, does the public perceive us as moving in the right direction, as being a valuable part of the community, you know, externally. How are we perceived? University leadership and, I think, down to the next level, our Vice President for Academic Affairs, our deans, they all have to be strong leaders and people have to be willing to invest in them. So I think those are kind of the three big ones.
And then I would add a fourth, do we have a vision? Right, and is it a compelling vision, have we cast that compelling vision for the future? If we have that compelling vision that people see themselves as being able to be a part of, then I think we probably have the recipe in place, we’ve got the right leadership in place, if the institution isn’t in a crisis, per se, and we’ve got the right vision, I think those three things can greatly influence the people’s ability to invest in the organization.

**Question 6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?**

External… I would think, I’ve been doing this about 12 years, the biggest barriers externally typically are the economy and people’s confidence in what the future’s going to look like. The higher the degree of uncertainty, the greater the degree of the drop in fundraising. The level of, the level of wealth is relatively steady, it’s just what are people willing to do with their assets? They need to be certain of the future or they are less likely to support at the time that you want them to support. That’s really the one big external that I can think of.

**Researcher:** As point of clarification, you said you’ve been doing this 12 years, is that in the Chief Advancement Officer role?

**Subject 7:** Nope, Chief Advancement Officer for four years.

**Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?**

Limiting factors on leadership… Boy, I don’t feel like there is, you know, besides my own personal strengths and weaknesses, institutionally I don’t feel like I’m limited. Externally, too, I’ve got a really great board and they allow us to do things. I just don’t feel that terribly limited to be honest with you. Tough one to answer.

**Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?**

Yeah. Let me ask this question, are you are you doing mostly [State University system] schools?

**Researcher:** No, I found Carnegie Classifications for Winona State, and searched nationally for similar institutions.

**Subject 7:** Cool, you did Carnegie. Got you. Let me give you some context because I think it’s helpful because I never know. One of the things I’ve been blessed with is our ability to generate our own revenue. So our foundation has the ability, unlike other [State University system] foundations, we use our endowment management fee and our gift administration fee to primarily fund our operations along with some university support. That’s been a real benefit that I had nothing to do with, I walked into it and it’s just been a great tool. So that’s been a compensation to what, when I hear my colleagues talk, the real challenge is staffing given our current union models. So I think that has been a challenge for others. It hasn’t been a challenge for myself just because I have so much flexibility and I can hire in a different method and manage in a different method than others. That’s been a real positive. So from a compensation standpoint, I think that the only other thing maybe just going back to your question 7 is just people’s level of awareness of philanthropy at the public university, and why it’s so important. So I think that’s been the
challenge and I think, answering that in one of your previous questions, we really just have to make the case and build relationships with people. Which is just basic advancement work, making our case and building relationships, and moving up people’s philanthropic interest scale. I think that’s how we would compensate for that.
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Question 1: How do you determine the effectiveness of your fundraising staff as a whole?

Well, obviously, our most important metric in terms of fundraising success is dollars raised. Collectively, I have actually two overarching goals every year, it’s dollars in the door and alumni participation rate. Alumni participation rate used to just mean what percentage of our total alumni give, and now we’re using actual different means of engagement, so I measure alumni engagement and dollars in the door, those two things.

Question 2: What leadership strategies do you use with the fundraising staff in your department?

I have a lot of individual accountability. My strategy really is to arm them with everything I think they need to be successful. Our message, arm them with the “why [University]” and of course arm them with wonderful prospects with wealth research and other engagement metric research. And then really empower them to get out there and do it on their own without a ton of daily oversight from me. I like to show them the why and then show them the how, so I hold myself to the highest, the actual highest accountability. I have a $2 million in the door annual goal for myself, so they watch me do it. I’m not asking them to do anything I’m not doing myself, so that’s my strategy.

Question 3: How do you as the Chief Advancement Officer influence the institutional-level goals?

Certainly we have a huge role to play in enrollment and recruitment. I am also the Vice President of External Engagement, so I am really the face of the institution from an external perspective. So not only do I and the foundation influence, obviously, dollars in the door, but alumni engagement, recruitment of new students, retention of current students, and outreach, so brand awareness and getting, you know, enhancing and raising our brand awareness. All of those things.

Question 4: How do your departmental leadership strategies address institutional-level goals?

I think that, again, holding my entire staff up to such a high level of accountability. They have to have a number of visits in a year, dollars in the door a year, they all have those expectations. Inherently, that is going to filter across the university in terms of engagement numbers, outreach numbers, brand awareness, and, of course, private dollars to enhance scholarships, and capital projects, and the visibility of those capital projects, all of those things. I think really using metrics for my staff translates into metrics for the entire institution.
Question 5: What factors internal to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

Well, the allocation of dollars and enrollment dollars and all of those things are huge. I just had to lay off 5 of my 21 staff members due to fluctuating enrollment and public funding and less enrollment dollars directly affects us, I had to let several fundraisers go. That’s going to negatively affect our ability to perform.

Question 6: What factors external to your institution affect your department’s fundraising performance?

A great example is COVID 19, which is external to us, but is affecting our ability to raise funds in a myriad of ways. Our donors have lost personal wealth, they’ve lost jobs, they’ve had to direct their dollars other places, and so that hugely affects our ability to raise money. External to us, the state has allocated so much less money to higher education and that affects us as well in our ability to raise money.

Question 7: What, if anything, limits the effectiveness of your leadership?

Many factors limit the effectiveness of my leadership. Everything from who are my team members and how receptive are they to personal accountability, to our university HR and what they allow me the ability to do in terms of hiring, firing, retention, bonusing, all of those things. They are hugely important and affect my ability to lead.

Question 8: How do you compensate for limits on the effectiveness of strategic leadership?

I don’t have the ability to monetary bonus staff, so I have to work even harder to motivate them in other ways. The personal “why we’re doing this.” I have to work harder because I don’t have the ability to monetize it.

Thank you so much for your candid responses to these questions. Are there any clarifications or further comments you would like to provide?

I’ve been in my position about two and a half years. In higher education, 22.